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IN ILLINOIS
ELECTION IS

for First Time

SENATOR

HIRED

SWISS IN MEXICO OBSERVE
OF FEDERATION

FORMATION

Collum Refused to Make Single Earthquake Shocks Produce Great.
Speech But Left It to the
Deal of Excitement in the
People Entirely.
Island of Martinique.

Now In Effect.
St. Petersburg, August 4. Far as
ascertained
revolutionists
have no
great supply funds,. Leaders say major
portion wnat they bad has been consented. ' The revolutionists claim that
they have positive Information that
a conference between the chiefs of the
.military and secret police was held
last night, at which the question
whether troops will obey orders to
fire on people was considered. Officers
expressed grave doubt whether sold
iers, especially those of guard regl
moots, would obey without provoca
tion. The revolutionists add it was
arranged that government spies shall
give necessary provocation by firing
on troops with revolvers. A proclo
nation was prepared reciting these
alleged facts and warning workmen to
be on guard against such provocators
Telegraph Communication Cut.
Reports of renewed firing at Crons- tadt reached here this morning. Tele
graph communication is cut and It Is
impossible to ascertain what occurred
Workmen Arrested by Hundreds.
2:15 p. m. Probably not more than
30,000 workmen were out when the
general strike went officially into force
today at noon. Police have put so
many leaders behind bars that great
confusion prevails among organiza
tions scheduled to begin striking at
various places at different times.
Is evident that success will depend on
the temper of the masses. Unless the
whole army sides with the revolution
ists those In control of the govern
nient are convinced that the strike
will end in failure.

Chicago. 111., August 4. The first
general primaries under the new pri
mary law passed by the lat legislature are being held throughout the
state today. The law is very strict
and provides taat all thuse entitled to
vote at primaries shall be given an
opportunity to cast their votes. This
Is tne first time thai a direct vote Is
cast for inited States senator. Sen
ator Shelby M. Cuilom. who Is runnlng for
has established a
record at the present campaign, by
sustaining from canvassing the state.
He did not deliver a single speech
during the entire campaign. "If the
people are for me, he said, "I will
bo
If they are not, I won.t
be, and that is all there is to it." It J's
stated on good autnorlty that there is
little douot of Senator fUuoni g
tion.
Weather Conditions Good.
weather conditions are such as
should Insure fair test of the new
primary law. Early poll Indicated a
lively Interest. Estimates were made
of the probable vote .as high as 175,
Otto.
Every voter, republican, demo
cratic or socialist ranks, will vote dt
rectly for fifteen party nominees as
wen as delegates to party s conven
tlons.
Town Absolutely Dry.
For the first time in its history,
Chicago is absolutely dry today. Law
provides for cancellation license any
saloon open during election and saloonkeepers would not risk the loss
of their license as in such case It
could not be obtained again for at
least twenty years.
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ALBUQUERQUE

NTERESTING AGGREGATION

RAILROAD SHOPS

MAY BET LARGE APPROPRIATION

OE PERSONAL

HIDINGS

For Purpose of Enlarging All Depart- Rear Admiral Train Died at Che Foo.
Col. Bullitt Died Aged
ments, ana increasing racinucb dim
Entertained by Irish Club.
Granted.
Capacity--$25,00- 0
-

97--Bry- an

SOCIALISTS BOAST OF

AND MURDE

Warsaw, August 4. Jewish social
lsts in proclomatlon today urge Jews
to be ready to fight and should signal
be given they are requested to appear
In the streets armed. An appeal has
given rise to serious panic and fears
are also expressed that a general
strike may break out here. Stringent
measures have been adopted for pres
ervation of order.
Polish socialists today issued proc
lamation admitting their responsibility
for recent train robbery and acknowl
edging that they murdered twenty p
licemen during past week.
Plan to Liberate Prisoners.
Telegram from Libau says that
train was robbed today between Li
bau and Haffpot, the robbers stole
$40,000 government money. Eight pas
sengers were woi'uded in defense of
train. Among them were Consul Gen
eral of Brazil, M. Von Rupniclevskl
and a German named Grundman.
A plan to liberate political prisoners
here was betrayed to authorities to
day. Several civil service employes
and policemen were arrested.
EXPLODE AND
KILL THREE ACCIDENTALLY
'London, August 4. A dispatch to
the Evening Standard from Moscow
says a number of workmen there to
day prepared to receive with bombs
a detachment of troops sent against
them when one of the bombs prema
turely exploded by accident and ex
ploded other bombs, blowing three
workmen to pieces and wounding
many others.
BOMBS

BOMB KILLS TWO IN
KAGAN RAILWAY STATION
Moscow. August 4. A bomb was
exploded in Kagan railway station to
day. Two persons were killed.

SOCIALIST RED GUARDS
BROKEN UP ENTIRELY
Helslngfors, August 4. The strike
of the employes of the street railway
and factories is over. All the leaders
of the socialist red guards have been
arrested and the guard broken up.
CALEDONIAN CLUB GAMER
Al Wfc&i kuabURY TODAY.
Boston. Mass., August 4. The

fifty-secon- d

annual Scottish games of tne
Caladonian club will be held at Caledo-uiaGrove, West Ttbxibury, this afternoon. In addition to the regurar list
of events there will be several novel
features. One will be a big wrestling
Iliath at tha
- i ut,Tli
'
and a
contest for the
national
individual
championship.
There will also be a numlr of amateur events for which a large number
of entries have been made.

n

n

quoit-throwin-

Petersburg. III., August 4. The annual Chau'auquu of the Old Salem assembly opened lure today with a large
attendance and a highly Interesting
program. According to the program
Mayor Edward F. Dunne of Chicago
will deliver an address on "Municipal
Ownership of Public Utilities' next
Saturday, while Winiain Randolph
Hearst w ill speak "on "Political Independence" on August 17.
AFTER THE SKIM MTTfC
PEOPLE OF ILLINOIS.
Chicago. I!., Aug. 4. The Sfate
Food Commission issued Tormal notice yesterday that hotel, restaurant
and lunch room Veeprs wno serve
watered, skimmed or otherwise -.
milk svlll bf prosocuted.

WILL BE VOTED

FOR BY PEOPLE AT LARGE

FOUL PURPOSE

FAMILY HOLDS
BIG FAMILY REUNION

By

Primaries-Chica- go

Anarchy Is Increasing In Every
Strike
Part of Russia-Gene- ral

EGGLESTON
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POPEPIUS

General Moroccans Demand Viceroy
Saloons
Shall Proclaim Holy War
Are All Closed.
Against France,

Russian Soldiers to Fire on
Populace by Having Soldiers Fired on by
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APPROPRIATION NOT YET APPROVED PAINTER
That the local suops of the Atchison. Tooeka & Santa Fe Railroad
company may be greatly increased, as
to facilities and capacity, lti tne near
future, is now not only possible, but
probable, as well, as a large appropriation has been asked for by the
for the Albuquerque
local officials
shops, and it is rumored that th
higher officials of the Santa Fe view
with favor this request for an appropriation.
For Borne time paat the local officials
have been considering the advisability
of requesting this appropriation, feeling that the position and importance
of the Albuquerque shops demanded
it, end while it Is true that an
of J6,000 was recently made,
to be expended in improvements of a
minor cnaracter at the shops, it was
"only a drop in the bucket, ' as one
proniinent division official put It.
The larger appropriation asked for,
and which is now under consideration
by the head officials of the Santa Fe,
calls for a sum of money sufficiently
large to enlarge the machine shops,
the boiler shops, and other departments In proportion, but as yet there
nas been nothing define decided
about the appropriation,
it has not
yet been approved, and there is a bare
possibility that the higher officials
may not take the same view of the
matter that is taken by the local officials, altnough the officials here connected with the shops take a very
optimistic view of the chances of its
ieing approved.
In conversation with a representative cf i'he Evening Citizen, Chief
Clerk C. A. Barboydt. in the master
mechanic's office, when asked this
morning concerning the well founded
rumor that an appropriation might be
made, said:
"It's true we have asked for a large
appropriation to be expended In Increasing the machine shops, boiler
shops and other departments here, but
to say that we will get it would be
misleading, as the appropriation asked
for has not yet been approved, nor
have we had any definite advices as
yet regarding it.
"If we should get It we would extend the machine shops almost To the
appro-pritaio-

n

fence, Just leaving room enough for
a roadway. We would alas enlarge
the boiler shops and all other'depart-ment- s
However, there
In proportion.
Is nothing definite that we can give
out as yet, except that we have asked
tor this appropriation; Just how much
I do not care to Btate, and that we are
in 'hopes of its being approved.
"Yes, we were granted a $25,000 appropriation, to be used for minor Improvements, but that amount could be
put into cinder pits, sheas, etc., in little driblets that would use up the
appropriation, and still not show Hny
great enlargements of the shops, or InThe
crease of facilities or capacity.
r resent appropriation asked for, if
granted, will be sufficiently large to
make the Improvements contemplated.
and a substantial showing of increased
faclities and capacity.
"But as I said before there is nothing definite that we can give cut at
present, as the appropriation, though
asked for, Has not yet been approved.
If it is, or if there are to be any improvements, we will be only too glad
to give tue news to the public, when
the matter is definitely settled."
The optomistlc view taken of the
matter, however, by several of the
local officials, with whom the reporter
conversed, relative to the appropriation, leads one to beileve that while
It Is true the appropriation has not
e
yet been approved, they are very
as to its eventually being al-

WILL

VINDICATE

WHITE

Bryan will be the guest of the Irish
Club of this city at a banquet given
in his honor this evening. A number
of prominent members of the Irish
party in parliament and distinguished Irishmen will also be at the banquet. It is expected that Mr. Bryan
will deliver a speech dealing with the
heme rule question and other matters
of special Interest to the Irish.

Che Foo, China, Aug. 4. The sickness of Hear Admiral Charles J. Train,
commander-in-chie- f
of the United
States Asiatic fleet, who died here,
yesterday, began July 20. He wus
confined to 'his bed, but his illness was
not considered seriicus until yesterday. The body will probably be taken
on board the flagship Ohio, tomorrow,
and the battleship will proceed to
Yokahoma.

REPUBLICAN CAMPAIGN
IN INDIAN TERRITORY
Coweta, I. T., August 4. The republican campaign will be opened here
oday and the largest meeting ever
held In the history of the Creek nation will be held here tinder the auspices of the freed men of that nation.
Many distinguished republican orators
will be present and will address the
meeting, among them Col. A. D. Ol- cutt, president of the Coweta Republi
can club, who has been urged to accept the nomination for congress for
the third district.

CONDITIONS IN MOROCC0O
SEEM VERY CRITICAL
Tangier, August 4. Highly sensa
tional reports are being received here
Daily
causing utmost excitement.
comes information from the Interior
of rapid spread of violent
agitation. Rebels are concentrating
their military contingents around
Marakesh, (Morocco City), southern
capital and there Is ' no doubt that
formidable coalition of
ent vassals has been formed. They are
clamoring for holy war and urging
the viceroy to proclaim himself sultan. The situation is more critical
than It has been for thirty years.
anti-Fren-

ch

seml-lndepe-

SWISS ANNIVERSARY IS
OBSERVED IN MEXICO
Mexico City, Mex., August 4. The
members of the Swiss colony In thl
city will celebrate the 615th anniversary of the foundation of the Swisa
Confederacy by a banquet at the Tlvoll
del Ellaeo this evening.
EARTHQUAKE TREMBLORS
FELT IN MARTINIQUE
Fort de France, Martinique, Afl-ns- t
4.
Four strong earthquake r'jocks
were felt here Thursday night.

LONG WORTHS SAILED
Money Market.
ENGLISH PARLIAMENT IN
FOR HOME TODAY.
New lork, Aug. 4. Money on call,
RECESS TILL FALL
cutn-ber- l
Paris, Aug. 4. Congressman and nominal; no loans; prime mercantile
Tendon. Aiieunt 4. Parliament to
Bullitt, one of the most widely Mrs. Longwcrth sailed today from paper,
silver,
day adjourned until October 23.
known Kentuckians, died today, at the Cherbourg, on the St. Paul, for New
age of 97.
York.
NOTED KENTUCKIAN DEAD
AT VERY ADVANCED
Louisville, Ky., Aug. i. L'oi.

AGE.

j

6tt6;

He was appointed collector of customs at the port of Sew Orleans by IRISH CLUB WILL
President LincBIn, and afterwards held
ENTERTAIN W. J. BRYAN.
other federal appointments. He was
-- a.
August 4. WTiam
London.
a famous beaux.
Chase, the well known American
painter, sailed today for New York.
DUKE OF RUTLAND DIES
AT AGE OF 86 YEARS. Before his departure he stated, that
Tinilon Aiiet 1 .'I'hu Tin b nt tint. us soon as passible after bis arrival
would consult the
land (John James Kebert Manners) In New York he sculptors
and arcnl-tect- s
leading painters,
died today. He was born In 181$.
in that city for the purpose of
taking some public action In defense
MIGHT GET RICH ATTENDING HIS OWN BUSINE8S. of Stanford White, who was murdered
London, Aug. 4. William Jennings by Taaw.

C4.

POLICYHOLDERS

BRING

SUIT FOR MONEY

MAKES HIS SAY

i

'

San Francisco, Cal. Aug. 4. Tlie
'Organized policyholders of the Williamsburg Fire Insurance company yesterday commenced suit against the
company to recover 150,000, alleged
to be due plaintiffs. This is the first
of a series of eight actions (hat at
torneys have been empowered to In
stitute, tsult will be brought In the
c
in Germany against
CARNIVAL OF ATHLETICS BRITISH LORD WHO WAS courts companies
and the result will
furnish precedent for a large number
of policyholders who have been unlowed.
PUT IN MANACLES
able to collect their insurance from
This would mean a substantial inGerman comvautes. It Is definitely decrease in the volume of money discided that the new Palace hotel will
tributed monthly among the Albucost $3.0o0,0oo, with IsOO.000 allowed
querque merchants, as well as the dis4.
New York, August 4. One of the
British for furniture.
Portland. Maine, August
having one of the largest
tinction
and most Important shops on the sys- greatest athletic carnivals ever seen consul at Boston has ordered an Intem, as the enlarging of the shops In this country will be held at Amer- vestigation of the alleged treatment of CONTEST FOR CHAMPIONSHIP
OF BAIT AND FLY CASTING
contemplated would mean an increase ican league park this afternoon for Lord Sholto Douglas during his
In tlie force of machinists and workKalamazoo,
Mich., August 4. The
reby
police.
Inquiry
Portland
men of almost 25 per cent over the the benefit of the fund for erecting
International bait and fly casting tourchiefly
manacles
use
the
to
of
lates
a
asylum
orphan
Sau
In
number now employed.
nament under the auspices of the Kala"
A large and interesting after he furnished what seemed to inuzco Bait and Fly casting club beAs the local officials are all season- Francisco.
his
ample
proof
of
consul,
vice
gan here this morning. Expert bait
ed and brainy railroad men, not given program has been arranged for the British
to asking for things not needed, or games and the number of entries for Identity. Manacles worn all night and fly casters representing clubs in
says
Douglas
he
painful
bruises.
likely to be refused, it is thought by the various events is phenomenally left
Chicago, New York, Racine, Toronto,
those in close touch with the matter large. It includes a number of the will be satisfied with verbal apologies and other places are taking part In tne
Dou-police.
l contest, which promises to be of more
that it is only a matter of time until members of the American team which from the sheriff and the
the appropriation will be approved and won great houors at the Olympic glas whs mistaken by police for al- - than ordinary interest. Xuere will be
a number of events in long distance
the improvements contemlatf d made. games in Athens a few weeks ago leged bigamist wanted in the south.
and accuracy casting and the total
and many of the best athletes of the CELEBRATION IN MEMORY
value of the cash and plate prizes agcountry. Teams representing
more
OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS gregate more than $1,000. Among
than a score of schoo.s. colleges, clubs,
4.
City,
August
J.,
N.
The
Atlantic
L
etc., have been entert i for the various Knights of Columbus of this srate be- these taking part In the tournament
Ernest Bartholomew of this city,
track events and tl.e competition w.l gan their celebration n ojnimemora-- ' are champion
long distance bait caster,
be so keen that 1'. would not be at tion of the anniversary of the first em-- the
It. C.
all surprising should some records be barkation of Christopher Columbus on who has a record of 183 feet. worm
AT
s
feonard, of New York, the
broken. Among the famous athletes his first voyage of discovery this champion
salmon caster and John
Special to The Evening Citizen.
who will take pan in the various morning with a reception at Young's
events will be Kay Ewry, the Olympic hotel, where leading Knights of toe Clenuon, the Irish champion.
Phoenix, Ariz.. Aug. 4. The territorial committees met here today.
chami Ion standing hUh and broad 'state welcomed the visiting Knights MURDERER OF LEO WOODS
The democrats propose conventions of both parties to meet
Juniper, Paul Pilgrim, winner of tTTS ami their ladies. This evening a grand
at Bisbee, cn the same date.
WAS HANGED IN TEXAS.
4ihi and tnu metre events in Athens; ball will be given in the Casino ef
Conference committtees were appointed and the republican
Antonio, Tex., Aug, 4. I.. Mays,
W. A. Sclmick, una of the Olympic the Royal Palace hotel.
reported adversely to the proposition.
The cele- IheSan
negro murderer of I.eo V ods, a
sprinters Dennis Horgan, the former bration will be con'inued tomorrow.
An element in the republican party lavors action, and the plan
young white man, was executed at the
r
is to endorse Mark Smith f r
champ'
n
of
Ireland
and
morning
will
services
congrtss
In
his
held
nominabe
the
to
alter
debate
Jail by hanging yesterday. The
England; L. B.
tion by the democrats.
the Cana- In the Church of Our Lady Star of the county
dian cuamplon; K. btrangland,
'ine
the Sea an. I the rest of the day wn. oe crime for which Mays was executed
faction will fight the preposition, but has not
was committed in Juty of last year.
voted yet.
former intercollegiate broad Juniper; devoted to pleasure.
B. Woods was a clerk
at the
t,overnor Kibbey, in an address before the republican committee
John Flanagan, the champion
Where
Southern Pacific rip track,
weight thrower; martin Sheridan,
stated that joint statehood was n t so mucii the issue as c ntrol of
ANNUAL MEETING OF STATE
Mays was also employed. The tesdicus Ciiampion anil many o'hers.
.!'. ieITlt(,y hy ,he emigrations. He resinned as chairman, and Col.
MARBLE DEALER' GEORGIA. timony disclosed that the only prowas named as his successor. Col. Sturnes Is out as a
f s,unses
I.ltbia Springs, Ca, Aug. 4. Be- vocation for the murder was the fact
candidate
for the republicans as delesate to congress.
MAYOR DUNNE DELIVERS AD- tween fifty and sixty of the most that Woods has twitted him, by callDRESS TO CHAUTAQUA
prominent retail dealers and a large ing him Irish." Mays was convicted
BISDEE GETS CONVENTION.
Penn Yan, .V. Y., August 4. The an-- j numUT of wholesale dealers are
and sentenced to death, but the court
4... p. in. Republicans selected Hisbee for convention to be held
nual reunion of tlie Egsleston family
here to atend the annual of appeals reversed the Judgement on
tj.ptumier 6.
resolution passed 35 to 15. Kibbey s resU being held today at Electric park, me. ting f the State Marine Dealers' (he ground that the Jury law bad not
ignation forced by corporations
because f raise in mining and rail- on the west side of Keuka Lake. Tfie assoclatl n which opened an interest- been observed. On
rehearing the
" " "A"B : board of equalization.
juttennance Is larger than in any pre-- I ing progtttn for the entertainment of higher court reversed Itself and af
)
vious year.
f
the ladies.
firmed the verdict on the Jury.
trans-Atlanti-

sau-guln-

I

i
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com-mlfu-

Rome, August 4. Today Is the third
anniversary of election of Pope Plus
X. to the papacy and the event is
celebrated here with great solemnity.
The College of Cardinals was received
by the pope In collective audience and
Cardinal Oreglla, the dean, read aa
aaaresg ot congratulation and wishing
the pope many more years of pontificate in the name ot his colleagues.
The several colleges of prelates
also extended their congratulations to
the pope and aTT Ihe military and lay
officials of the Vatican sent delegation'
to the pope, to express their best
wishes. Congratulatory messages arrived from a number of European sov
ereigns. The pope although not yet
fully restored from his recent attack
of illness, stood the exertion connected
with receiving the numerous delegations well and seemed quite cheerful.
It is said tuat bis popularity today Is
greater tnan at any time since he was
elected to the pontificate.

e

shot-putte-

Fam-rbac-
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New Y'ork, August 4. A cable to
the Times from London says: Nelson
Morris, recently told friends that he
had purchased the John Harvard home
with full intenftt Stratford-on-Avotion of presenting It' to Harvard university. He hestltated, however, on
account of prejudice lately aroused
against
meat
packers.
American
Speaking of the canned meat scandal,
Morris then Slated bis Brm already
suffered a net loss of $2,000,000 In its
foreign trade on account of the out
cry raised against the products of IM
Chicago packing houses.
4

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF

WILL WITNESS THE MANEUVERS OF THE GERMAN ARMY
New York, August 4. Oeneral William P. Duvall, commanding general
cf the department of the gulf, sailed
today for Germany to witness and
report to the war department in Washington upon the annual maneuvers of
the German army, wflicu will take
place in September. General Duvall
will remain abroad for ' nearly two
months and will sail homeward from
Antwerp on September 29. While in
Germany, Gen. Duvall and General
Barr, with whom he will be associated,
will lio considered the guests of Emperor William.

anti-Smit-

Io

Anti-Jointur- e

"--

ai tnu ii ntnt

.

THE RETAIL JEWELERS.
Rochester, N. Y Aug. 4. The national convention of Retail Jewelers
opened here yesterday with a large attendance, representing every state in
the union. Many important matters
will be discussed by the convention,
among them the obnoxious practice
of some Jewelers to place on the market goods which are of an inferior
grade and are falsely marked
as
goods of a superior grade. This practice is considered inimical to the interests of the trade and an effort will
be made to put a stop to it.

ENGLISH BAND
OPENS ENGAGEMENT HERE
Asbury Park, N. J., August 4. The
Royal Besses o' th' Barn Band, tBe
famous Engllsb. band, whfch conies
from Whltefield, near Manchester,
Euglaud, p.nd takes Its name from a
quaint old I.aneashlre village called
the Besses o' th Barn, opens its American tour here at the Casino today.
The baud will remain here until December and will make an extensive
tour through the United States and
Canada.

FAMOUS

UAtftiUUft

.Attain

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TV.
service: One iuspectcr or tne manufacture ot r'pe who must be entirely
familiar with the shop practice and
details of riveted steel pipe construcWekly
iy
Dally
rahUiis
tion; one inspector I r the laying of
pipe; one inspector or tunncis; one
Tie Citizen Publishing Company InspVctor
for duty at the reservoir;
thraosh tha and two fewer Inspectors. It is ex
A NtnffiM fartntnamtMhm
Mite aa aarond claw mattar.
pected that the salary of each position
will I.e ll.Si'O per annum, except tne
first mentioned, the salary of which
will probably be nigher.
Architectural Drauftsman.
The I'nited Stales civu service com- n
an examination
Offlalal Paper of Bernalillo County mission announces
August 2H.30, j906, to secure eTTglbles
and City of Albuquerque.
from which to mnke certification to fill
anirlilrl Prwi Aftaraoan Dltpatchea.
at least five vacancies In tlie position
Clrculitlom
County
Urptt City tnd
of architectural draftsman in tne 01
Taa Lirrett Nw Mexico CIrculitlea.
of the supervising arcnitect. treas
lrptt NnrthiM Oritom Clrrultlm. nee
urv department, at salaries ranging
fmm fi.2ni) to f 1.8(10 nor annum, a va
TIHM1 OF SUBSCRIPTION!
cancy
in the position of architectural
In Mvanc......,
era
hr
Mil
KHy Wr Mil pr month
annum, i nueu
II.vJOj Per
draftsman.
.
.'
uu
i
Waakkr to Mil on yaar
States military academy. West Point
np miiif h. x v nml vacnncies as they may
t..
:
ccur in any uranch of the service re
KrmWQ CmiM will ba dallvmd In tha quiring similar qualifications. A large
Tn
60
far at tha low rata of 20 rent p waak. or for
number of architectural draftsmen in
all grades will prooauly be required
Hurtlilng Bttei Made Known on Application in the near future. 1 he cnances.
therefore, of competent men for ap
wWitturj win aanfar a fwnr br notifrrn oa pointment are good.
kny wneiffwymuwiMpT.
ritatal?
Applicants should at once apply
AB latter and ramittantwa ahould ho aridrcuwd to
Company. Imfu, either to the United o.utese civil ser
Tnu Cmu Publishino
ihiihi poatoffica and axpraaa mony ordra vice commission. Washington, D. C
naat hm mada cayabla to tha erdar of tb or to the secretary of the local board
of examiners for application forms.
UX TILlfHONCli
No application will be accepted unless
15
Colorado
Avfomaflc 183
properly executed and filed with the
commission at Washington. In apply
ing for tuese examinations the exact
SITUA title should be used In the
CLASS

TUE EVENING CITIZEN
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Sickness
Curing It

xi
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FIRST

TIONS IN THE CIVIL

AGENT

205 East Railroad Ave.

4Cr000OO00
RELIABLE DENTIST

AT
Full Set of Teeth

SANTA FE TO STUDY Gold Crown
$6
$1.50 up
Gold Filling
50c
ADOPTED Painless Extracting
METHODS
FORESTRt
LEFT
BY UNITED STATES
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
TODAY FOR JEMEZ REANTEED.
SERVE.

SERVICE

fainter.
Eng
C. C. Rooertson, of Oxford,
The United States civil service com land, accredited agent o. the British
mission announces an examination on government, wno Is
forestry
August 15, 1906, to secure ellgibles methods in the United tSates, left
from which to make certification to fill feanta Fe yesterday ior the Jemez forvacancy i nthe position of carriage est reserve in company with Forest
nd wagon painter, I960 per annum, in Assistant Woodward, Recknaged and
th Quartermaster's department at I DaaiT A t n 1)nhortnnn h oa liflan In thta
Urge, Presiuio of San Francisco, CaU
aQOUt a
nd ls nlaking nls
and yacanciesas they rnayoccur In I
temporarily at ew Haven. Con- any brancn or tne service, requiring nome, t
ln Santa Fe sev.
arrlved
.
.
.
similar qualifications Jor the specinc
hag ,)een 8topplnK
vacancy to he filled app.icants rnwii
th clR,rg ho,e Mr RoDert80n has
show in their applications that they ,
thlne valuable data reeardlng
are experienced carnage and wagon forestry conditions In this country
painters. Attention is invited to the which he will submit In a detailed refact that app ications for the position port upon his return to England. He
of painter may be filled at any time, I expects to return to that city ln about
but only those filed prior to the hour a week, aiter having accompanied the
of closing business on August la, 1906, three forest
assistants on their tour,
with the United States civil service
D.
in
Washington
C.,
com"
commission.
n)atured tlmber to be Bold for com.
filete form, will ue' considered for the merclal purposes.
specific vacancy mentioned. No edu
cational test will be given, and It will,
not be necessary for applicants to LETTER TO THE
appear at any place for examination.
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j MONTEZUMA TRUST
ALBUQUERQUE

you
Citizen Want Ads,
with names and addresses
people who are
of
"Neccessary to Your Prosperity"
Fm-nis- H

0. j

i

NEW MEXICO
1

Capital and surplus, $100,000

1

INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
YOU WANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, pnono
call or write Abraham's Employment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
WANTED To loan, 3,000 in sums to $200. Loans are quickly made and
suit. Address Citizen P.
strictly private. Time: One month
WANTED Position by mmband and to one year given. Goods remain In
A.
Address,
city.
wife in or out of
your possession. Our rates are reasonJ., this office.
able. Call and see us before borrowWANTED A position by a good
ing.
cook; country preferred. Ad
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
dress "Cook," Citizen oflrcP.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
WANTED A partner with l.OOO, in
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
a good paying business. Address P.
315 West Railroad Ave.
O. Box 22, Albuquerque, N. M.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED Expert bookkeeper wishes
Open Evenings.
to keep set of books evenings, ooou
references. Address J. II., The

IF

SAYINGS

ON

ALLOWED

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

$8

neatly furnTwo
WANTED
ished, good location, for housekeeping. Adjlrefs, with particuars,
"Job," Citizen office.
WANTED A good woman cook to
cook only one meal a day. Good
cook.
wages.
Must be first-claGerman or Swede preferred.
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Competent man to take
WANTEu
charge of saw mill and roller flour
mill. Salary or interest. Address,
ss

F. COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B.

ROOM 12,

PROFESSIONAL

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicit

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presioent: W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwoll, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Croaiwejl.

CARDS

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
I 1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

E. W. Dobsorf.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

N. at.

attJNTQUHRQUB,

V. S. Miera, Cuba. N.
DENTISTS.
WANTED SalebwoiniiU, young; must
DR. B. M. WILLIAMS,
be experienced and able to speak
Spanish. Only parties with all
Dentist. '
qualifications and capable, need apOffice on Railroad avenue, over Man- Imreferences
ply.
send
and
Write
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
ell's.
'Phone, Auto 203.
mediately, to the John Becker comN. M.
pany,
Belen,
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
National League.
Dental Surgeon.
At Ntw York
R. H E.
AGENTS WANTED.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
1
6
St. Louis
uadge;
2a skidoo'
23 FOR YOURS!
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
2
New York
6
America's craze saying; very neat Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Thompson and.W. Mar
Batteries
and attractive; made of gold and mall.
snau; Ames and JJowernian.
German sliver; can be worn on coat
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
R. H.E.
At Brooklyn
lanels or scarf pin; Bend for free
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
Brooklyn
2 6
sample and agent's outfit; fast seller hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:0 p. m.; 1:30
Pittsburg
1
5
at resorts and base ball games. De
m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
Lynch and
Batteries
Gibson;
fiance Co.. 65 TTest Broadway, N. Y pointments made by mall.
BAR ASSOCIATION Scanlon and Bergen.
SALESMEN WANTED.
At Boston
R. H.E.
Mala Clerk
PHYSICIANS.
2
2 2 Capable salesman t cover New MexThe United States civil service com TELLS REASON FOR POSTPONE Boston
hlgn
DR.
R. L. HUST.
commis
line;
staple
co
,
with
a
0
Cincinnati
.1 7
mission announces an examination on
MENT OF ANNUAL SESSION AT
Office,
N. T. Armllo Bldg.
sions, with $100.00 monthly advance.
Batteries Lindaman and Needham;
August 22. 1906, to secure eliglbles
CLOUDCROFT TO AUG. 22.
Tuberculosis
treated with Hlgh- Permanent position to right man
Wicker and Livingston.
from which to make certification to
Frequency Electrical Current and
Jess H. Smith Co., Detroit. Mich.
At irhiladelphla
nil vacancies as tney may occur m tne
following circular letter issued
The
Germicide. Treatments given each
position of clerk (male) in the Pana- - Ky Secrtary R. H. Hanna. of the New
R. II. E.
First game
FOR RENT.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
1 9 0
v.u.i .cuiw uu ui iKumui w in- - Mexico Bar association, announcing Chicago ;
Two furnished rooms nurse ln attendance. Both 'phones.
nama, ai
or i,tu per annum.
0 6 3 FUR Ki
the nostoonement of the annul meet Philadtlphia
for light housekeeping. Inquire 408
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
Batteries Brown and Kling; Lush
lnsr fit that nHRnrtnflnn to AiieRt 22
North Second street.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
TraCCP.
Inovt la coif vnlonotnrv1 unit rt lnor. and Donovan.
.
I
or
Tl. TIaJ
C.. will Klinu ITJUI' ..I r msmhsri rf I ha ha,'
and Throat.
R. H. E. FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
Second game
kuhcu ouira
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
without board. Also nicely furnished
nilsslon announces an examination on To tne .Members of the Bar Associa- - Chicago
7 13 1
cottage, with piano. Apply coast lines. Office, 313 V4 West Rail
Philadelpnia
Jiugusi a, lauo, to secure engiuies
0 7 3
tion
of viaduct. Mrs. E. K. road avenue.
east
end
lroin wmcn 10 maKe
to
Butteries
nonHomor,.
tt
Reuhlbach
Moran;
cenincaiion
t..a
and
.
uv- - iuvu
una mw v. a
vivu nx.
Norrls.
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
nil vacancies as they may occur mlHiriiir.i
i,w th kpmMoki on,i mvootf Duggleby, Roy and Donovan.
m.
the position, of tracer of mechanical to postpone the meeting at Cloudcroft
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
drawings in the Panama canal service, onn
American League.
at the Minneapolis house, with, or
?o Bnrt oS Rtf
ntll
UNDERTAKER.
R. H. E.
At Cleveland
ranging from $83.33 to .oo 80 doIng we mhke lt po88lbie to have
at
without housekeeping, $1 per week
5
persalaries
7
8
Auto,
'phone
Colo., Red 115,
up,
Cleveland
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
316.
and
fpnturea nf cntorlnlnment
that will
10 9 4 FOR REiiT
A. BORDERS.
Large, cool rooms for
inis. examination is open to males oH tn tKo d.M
f tv.a n.rlinn Philadelphia
Rlnoaaes and Buelow;
Batteries
iPlonoA talfA nntA rit thla rhnnrA and
light housekeeping; rent reasona- Commercial Club Building. Black
Plank, Powers and Shreck.
and White Hearse, $5
mp
ble. 524 West Railroad avenue.
rptA
vonr
snma
at
nt
time
the
.
j ii
i
n
R. H. E.
At Derolt
ana . Warpenier.
oaaoicr
lAarllast
luinionlonca,v, Infnrmatlnn rol
,
ARCHITECTS.
,.
,
I
rrv- FOR SALE.
3 6 4
iu uuuea aiaies civu service com-i,nin tha rm.to n win ii.o in Detroit
2
8
2
J.
Soda
Fountain
T.
announces
on
an
New
York
FOR SALE
mission
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Wallingexamination
enin.r tr f iniuirrnft in order thnt
Topham.
Donovan, Schmidt and
ford. Rooms
aupiiii ,
Barnett building,
l secure engipies n,ay Becure free transportation for Batteries
from which o make certification to fill you over the rpads offering same, if Warner; Orth and Kllnow.
FOR" SALE New, three-roohouse Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
R. H.E.
mo pobinun oi saauier i possible. It is or the utmost Import
$12 per
At Chicago
In Highlands; payments,
nuij
CIVIL ENGINEER.
4 7 1
oa carpenter. 4su per annum and an
month; rents for $12 per montn. Ad'
that i kva fnii inff.rmotinn Chicago
ration, quartermaster's department at concerning the transportation matter Boston
0 1 1
dress, A. B., Citizen office.
J. R. Farwell.
n
rKc, rvn isiacneuzie. wjo. ana
Vvaish and Sullivan; FOR SAIE A
Batteries
or hAforA thA inth Inat
gasoline enRoom 23, N. T. Armljo building.
Harris and Armbruster.
yaucies as mey may occur ln any
gine, all complete. J. F. Palmer,
RICHARD H. HANNA.
MINES AND MINING.
urancn or tne service requiring similar
R. H. .
At St. Louis
501 North First street.
quanucations.
AMERICAN
DE FOREST WIRELESS
Applicants must indi PRESIDENT ROOSE
4 0
Louis
A handsome Hardman
IFOR SALE
AND
8
1
1
caU in their applications that they are
Washington
piano,
almost
fine
condition
and
ln
quaunea potn as saddler and carpen
ALL MINING STOCKS
Glade end O'Connor;
Batteries
bargain.
partlcu
CONTRIBUTES
a
VELT
new,
For
at
DEALT IN BY
ter, ho educational test Tvlll be given
Hughes and Wakefield.
lars, call at this office.
ana lt will not be necessary for aDBlI
FRED. J. STEINbERGER, 37 Bank
My
general
Rare
store.
SALE
FOR
American Association.
cants to appear at any place for ex- - PER REQUEST 8ENDS $1.00 TO
Block.
chance for some one to secure an Denver,
.
At Columbus
Colorado.
minatwn,
REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL
P
Address.
1
established business.
Columbus
COMMITTEE FOR CAMPAIGN
NOTARY
PUBLIC.
M
PueblltQB, N. M.
1
Minneapolis
Engineer.
EXPENSES.
S
FOR SALE Cheap, coffee and tea
At Louisville
The United States civil service com
Thot. K. D. Maddlson.
business, with horse and wagon; 150
A Washington special
mission announces an examination on
Office with W. B. Childers. 117 West
of recent Louisville
8
regular customers; pays $55 to $90 Gold avenue.
August 22, 1906, to secure ellgibles date, says that President Roosevelt Milwaukee
per month. Address L. C, Citizen
from which to make certification to fill has contributed $i to the republican
At Inuianapolis first game
VETERINARIAN.
3
office.
vacancy m the position' or engineer national congressional
committee's ndianapolis
In the bureau of science, Manila, P. I., campaign fund. The contribution was Kansas City
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
at 11,800 per anum, and similar va sent ln response to a general appeal Second game
Office, 424 Norta Second street
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty
0
cancies as they may occur In the Phil for $1 contributions. Chairman Sher Indianapolis
four rooms, all newly furnished. Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
8
ippine service.
painted and papered. The pest pay Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
man of the congressional committee Kansas iity
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
At Toled- ohas made public the president's letter
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
Clerk and Teacher.
12
inclosing his contribution to the fund Toledo
olfer acceptable. Call or address C.
The United States civil service com- The letter follows:
1
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House, Electrical
St. Paul
and Mechanical Engineer,
announces
on
mission
examination
Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Mr. Sherman: I have your
.
.
. net no , . (.:.. an
. ,
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
i..
eigiuues
"o. lu nei-urububi
letter of the 24th instant and incios Mcintosh browns to play
gasoline
engines a specialty,
Gas and
LOST. STRAYED OR STOLEN
i ures. I send my dollar. I think It an
906 West Railroad avenue. Auto
legs,
A
horse,
white
bay
branded
dark
u,i vaosnc.e us ney may occur n admirable vlan. and I congratulate you
DEMING YELLOW KIDS
"J. A." on hip, large barred circle on matic 'phone, 179.
uu
i"' " """"
'" upon the success that bids ratr to at
'V"
shoulder, chafed on neck, back and
fiprv
PhlliriltlnA
OP
Amm
nlmtntB
Iha
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
'
,. tend tne movement. Sincerely yours.
The Deming Yellow Kids are game. body. Return to Mrs. E. K. Norrls,
.Li
i
.i
......
aie UBUtvnjr
ROOSEVELT.
PRESIDENT
col
They
did
favorite
not
hoist
their
re
east
H. R. WHITING.
viaduct,
receive
end
of
and
i.
per
umuu
a Bumry ui ai.uu
niiors n answer to a telegram from ward.
No. 119 South Second Street, First
num, but in case unusual or exception PLUG YOUR
a
Manager
asking
for
cavanaugh
COTTONWOOD
National Bank building,
al qualifications are shown the en
gime. In tact, the response was Just
MERCHANT TAILORING
Albuquerque. N. M.
trance salary may be more. Women
TREES AND STOP NUISANCE to the contrary.
will
play
They
the
Examiner and abstracter of land
".'ill not be admitted to this examlna
on
next
Browns at the Windmill City
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST titles. Including those of Spanish and
ion, except that the wives. Immediate
e mebody has come forward
At
Sunday. The telegram came this afrelatives, or fiancees of men examined with alasttreatment
AVENUE, O. BAM Mexican origin.
RAILROAD
regeneration ternoon to that effect, and the Browns
at the same time for, appointed to, and reformation offor the
PRIVATE LESSONS.
BINI,
PROPRIETOR.
was
the cot ton wood are going. .Manager Cavanaugh
or already employed In the Philippine tree.
Will be given in Spanish, French
Cavanaugh
city,
out
but
Mrs.
of
the
may
be examined; and u they
service
My merchant tailoring shop is up- and German,
als in public hlgn
The greatest objicllou to the votton-woo- sinned ior the telegram and Captain
pass, tney will he preferred in apTerms reasonable.
school branches.
is the annual crop of cotton, f McDonald answered it, saying that the stairs over No. 209 West Railroad
points, provided the men through no value but a nu.sance,
MRS. C. O'CONNOR ROBERTS,
where I solicit the patronage of
lasts
Browns would be in Deming on Sunthe
that
whom examination is allowed have greater part of the summer.
Rooms, Library
day morning s train, leaving nere on the public. All work guaranteed first- Business College
been selected
Each ft such appll
Building, East Railroad avenue.
Now com s Sena'or Taylor of Glen Saturday night. The game wTfn Bar-ela- s class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
cants should state definitely in her ap wood Springs, Colo., according to the
perience In the business. Suits made
is oft.
TEACHER OF PIANO.
plication the name, address and rela- Rocky F rd Tribune, with a
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed an
renieov
tionship of the person through whom for the
I
specific
not
repaired.
use
will
The
Miss Fay C. Leonard, studio 707
Galveston's Sea Wall
evil, suggested to
examination Is claimed, in order .hat him by cottonwood
makes life now as safe In that city as injure the cloth. Indies garment North First street. Primary pupils a
M. Woodward of Pueblo
J.
there may be no delay in certification Colorado fish and game commissioner on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe. also cleaned and walking skirts made specialty; 60c per lesson. Parties Inwhen the rating of tne papers Is con- He says lt bus been suc?essfully ex who resides on Dutton street, ln to order. Give me a trial.
terested write or call.
sidered.
O. BAMBINI.
perlniented with In Pi bio. Tire rem Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
DR. VAUCAIRE'S FORMULA.
Dr.
edy is to bore little holes in the tree fifety. He writes: "I have used
Henry
by
Mrs.
Recommended
Civil Engineer.
Children,
in
Summer
Diarrhoea
consumpKing's
New Discovery for
cotton berry, then plug
Symes, to develop the bust from four
The United States civil service com- that has the
um
weatucr
During
of
the
hot
the
keeps
years
and lt
the past five
to six Inches. Guaranteed to be made
mission announces an examination on each air tight with a little wooden tion
me well and safe. Before that time mer montiis the first unnatural loose from
pure Galegal Extract. The for190C, to secure ellgibles plug, when the berries will almost Inv
August
bowels
hav
should
ness
a
of
child's
years
had
had a cough wnlcu for
mula ls a general tonic, but has a spefrom which to make certification to mediately drop to the ground before leen
as
so
attention,
to
cueck
Immediate
gone."
growing worse. Now it's
fill at least ten vacancies in the pe- the cotton ripens.
It becomes serious. cific effect upon the bust. Is perfectly
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup the disease before
necessary
tition of assistant englner, at salaries
ls a few doses harmless. For sale at the Alvarado
All
Is
that
pneuwhooping cough and prevents
TAKE A PLUNGE
i f Chamberlain's
t $1,400 to tl.COO per annum and
Colic,
Cholera and pharmacy.
uot-tl'
monia.
tha
Pleasant to take. Every
by a dose
two or more at a salary of )l,8H0 per
Remedy
followed
Diarrhoea
SWIMMING POOL.
at all druggists, Price
annum each, ln the i hilipplne service, 504 North First Street. Open Daily, Sue guaranteed
of castor oil to cleanse the system Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
$1. Trial liottle free.
and
hope for
No one can reasonably
Rev. M. O Stockland, pastor of the
and similar vacancies as they may
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
eooii itiBPstlon when the bowels are
ccur in that service.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work, first M. E. churcii. Little Falls, Minn
constlnated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of Ed
" Wlnit becomes of the dimes?" Monday, and get is back Wednesday. writes: ' A'e have used Chamberlain
Inspectors.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy wardsvllle. III., says: "I suffered from
asks a Chicago paper. Really. Oils Imperial Laundry Co.
stomach truThe United States civil service com- is too difficult a question to answt
for several years and find It a very chronic const! nation and
to
The Intense itching
mission announces au examination on offhand, but most of them have prob
characteristic valuable remedy, especially for sum- bles for several years, but, thanksTabAugust 'Is, liUt). t? secure eligible! ably gone for shaves and lee cream of salt rheum and eczema is instantly mer disorders in children." Sold by all ChamU'rlain's Stomach and Liver get
lets, am almost cured." Why not
allayed t,y applying Chamberlain's druggists.
from which to make certification to sodas.
a package of th6e tablets and get
Sahe.
till the following named positions at
As a cure for skin diseases
A ClUzen Want ad does the work this salvf U unequaled. For sale by
If you want results ln advertising well and itey well.' Price 25c. Sam
Manila, P. I., and similar vacancies
pies free. For sale by all druggists.
try an EvenlDg Citizen want ad.
all driiKElsta.
as they may occur In the Philippine Try one.
M.
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HIGHLAND PHARMACY

SEEK A

BRITISH

AUGUST 4,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

the man who thould be working for you?
the niaa th wouid gladly lend you money?
the ninn wno nculJ like to buy your horss?
the man who would buy an Interest in your business?
the man who would buy that lot of ground?
the maa who would buy your old bicycle?

XjhQ

For this reason you should
use every precaution to ward off
oisease, by using preparations
of known value to disinfect your
home and premises. We carry
disa full line of antiseptics,
deodorizers,
infectants,
and
whicn are very valuable for
keeping sickness out of your
nome, especially during the hot
weather.
Come In and see what we
have. Buy if you want to.

...

X.

of
of
of
of
of
of

Easier Than

Much

SATURDAY,

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Preventing
Is

CITIZEN.

EVENING

frf; ,

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

fi.u

$100,000.00
20,000.00

THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
We Invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
business growth of this bank since its organization:
Deposits at the end of the first. day
$10,466.92
Deposits at the end of the first week
19,173.00
Deposits at the end of the first month
31,821.82
Deposits at the end of the first six months
92,750.13
169,061.80
Deposits at the end ot the first year
298,320.31
Deposits at the end of the first eighteen months
Deposits at the end of the first two years
377,332.37
Deposits June 18, 1906
434,502.31
,
OFFICERS:
O. N. MARRON, Pres.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
ROY MCDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.
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CITIZEN JOB Room
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Note
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Invitation
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Blank Book
Kooolpt Book
In othor word
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turn out

vorythlngm

prlntor know

now to do . . . .
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"OLD RELIABLE."

000aa
ESTABLISHED

1S73.
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L. H. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

.

d

i

The
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FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
ln the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

t

RAILROAD AVENUE.

5a00aKa

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

m
M.

0

LET US FIGURE

-

M
i

!

on modern sanitary plumbing improvements. Whether you want to live ln
your house or sell it, we can aid you
greatly by our materials and methods.
Bear in mind that our estimating entails no cost our work no more cost
than ls right.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose In the city.

1

Standard Plumbing and Heating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

e

J.

C.

Colo., Red 284.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
WILLIAMS PAINT Covers more, Iooks best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNo PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHER-kiA-

ALBUQUERQUE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 1966.

EVENING CITIZEN.

PAGE

THnre.

MSB

INTERESTING EVENTS IN

be banner money makers
for you

AMERICAN HISTORY
For the week beginning last Sunday
and closing today, some of the more

Ju'y
1792
1778
1835

1830

1854

slave-holder-

183&

1858

50-foo-

IN JUST A FEW YEARS THESE LOTS WILL BE WORTH
FROM $500 TO $600 EACH

Call at office, U 9 South
Second Street, for Illustrated Booklet

anti-slaver- y

TO BE THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE
SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE

t
Beautiful, level
lots, only $25 to $150 each, Only $5 down;
balance, $5 a month. No Interest. No Taxes. No Mortgages

are growing less

29.

Carolina becomes a royal government.
French fleet arrives at Newport
to
with Washington.
Mob breaks into ipostofflce at
Charleston, S. C, and rlftes
mails to destroy
lit'
eraturc; great popular excitement follows.
Tne Philanthropist, an abolition
newspaper, tiestroyed by a mob
In Cincinnati.
Tne "Watte flinty Defense As
sociation" meets at Weston,
Mo., and resolves to help Kans
expel abolition
sas
ists.
Several lives lost and many
homeless iv fire in Boston.
Third attempt fc lay Atlantic
cable commences in mldocean

IS DESTINED
.

Remember, you're getting old and opportunities

Important event In American history
will be found chronlcTed as fallows:

NT

ES (EH

Let the next 6 months

'

1

9 S. Second

1

St.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.

First Nat'l Bank Bid.

Minn nutKvmwnM m Mac
or Ferrell, would be responsible in
damages lor Injuries aused by cegll-eence in keeping the trail In repair:
Cameron, through Ferrell's reports to
no one, eltaer tor the revenues or tne
condition of the trail. Mo one knows
how much ,ie ta!;es in or what Is expended on the t rail for repairs. Cameron, supervisor s.iys to Cameron.
collector: "We'll take care of this
thing; the county s Interests are out
Interests.
District Attorney Ashurst and his
Assistant Flynn, have brought aa action In quo
against Ferrell
courts an opporthat will afford
tunity of passing uron the legality of
this contract.

i

gets to a town, dumps the sand In his
bags and turns up with legal money.
He g got the old stage coach cache antl
he's slick
to keep tt, too. '
MATTERS

OFFICIAL

DR. W. R. TIPTON OF LAS VEGAS
RESIGNS AS REGENT OF THE
NORMAL UNIVERSITY.

THE NATIVE'S SIDE
OF THE NATAL ROW Consolidated
J. D. Eakln, president.
Vice President.

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. BachechI,

G. Gioml,

By Alfred Mangena.
Jutv 30.
(Mr. Mangena Is a full blooded Zulu
1619
The house of Burgesses meets
Dr. Wi R. Tipton, president of the who Is studying law in England.)
at Jamestown, the first popular
London, August 3. Nine out of ten
of regents of the New Mexico
board
New
legislative assembly In the
Normal University at Las Vegas, yes- people who have read of the fightWorld.
to ing In Zululand have characterised
terday tendered his resignation
1718 W .am Penn dies.
acHagerman
was
the affair as an ordinary uprising of
and
it
Governor
1777yaehington crosses the Dela
cepted. Dr. Tipton, who wag also sur- a native race against the British rule.
ware to oermantown with uis
geon gene'ral of the New Mexico Na- Instead, It is a constitutional stand of
armv.
people against their
tional Guard and a, member of the a
57g0 Col. Sumter repulsed by British NEW COLONY FOR
his oppressors. The natives were not the
governor's staff, also tendered
at Rocky Mount, S. C.
resignation of this position. Governor aggressora in this matter.
1854 Destructive fire In Jersey City,
POPE SCHRADER Hagerman accepted it also. The The cause of the present disN. J.
governor said that he had not con- turbances dates back from last year.
1863 Confederates defeated at Win LEADER
SECT sidered any one to fill either vacancy. Then the natal government levied a
OF
RELIGIOUS
ji'
Chester, Va.
It was currently reported today that poll tax of $5 on every unmarried Zulu.
THINKS OF INVADING THE
Dr. Tipton's resignation had to do It was to become due on January 1,
REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
July 31.
with the recent investigation by the 1906, but was not to be enforced until
1759 General Wolfe assaults Quebec
Pope Schrader Is In 1 Paso en rome governor of alleged lack of harmony the end of May.
and Is repulsed by the French.
The natives took exactly the same
colonies In New Mex- among the members of the board of
1777 Lafayette made a major general to bis' two new
says the Herald. regents.
stand aa the American colonists In
In the American army, aged 20 ico near Socorro,
the war of independence. If they were
Jerusalem and New
1813 Plattsburg, N. Y., taken by the They are dunnedare
Jerusalem and
tbout two miles NOTICE OF SALE UNDER CHAT- taxed they demanded to be representBritish.
ed in the Natal parliament.
But inTEL MORTGAGE.
apart.
1854 Captain U. S. Grant resigns his
t,
stead of this they remain chattels beWhereas. Teressa Bruno, on,
The nope has been away from tA
commission In the army.
the 4th day of October, 1905, by fore the law.
cities of the east
assaults Paso touring the
Burnsides
1864 General
In many cases payment of this tax
several months past, visiting chattel mortgage, did convey to Joe
Petersburg, and Is disastrously for
The Zulu's
among other places Chicago, St. Louis, Vergollo of Cerrllloa, in the county was an Impossibility.
explosion
repulsed;
of the
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, the follow- wealth is reckoned in cattle, and their
City, Indianapolis,
lerre
Kansas
crater.
herd is held by the members of a
ing described property:
and other points.
1865 A report of the Secretary of the Haute
Six head of cattle, described as fol family in common. Individual properAlfred Mangena.
bchra- colonies,
me
While
fore
at
Treasury shows the national
The tax, there
will take steps toward founding lows: One dark red cow, 8 years ty scarcely exists.
der
a
2,757,253,UOO,
with
deb. to be
new colony In Old Mexico. Ho de- old, uranded A on left hip; one dark fore, fell not upon one man, but upon Martial law was proclaimed and a
yearly Interest charge of 1133 aclares
that one of his converts haB red cow, 6 years old, branded T X S his whole family. And its severity military force sent down. Twelve of
000 In gold. Many presons fear Dromlsed to dedicate a large tract of on right ribs; one red cow, 4 years can be Judged from the fact that fa
the natives were cuptttred, tried beverge
tne government Is on the
ear cut represents more or less the earnings fore the military tribunal
land in Old Mexico lor that purpose, old, right ear split, tip of left
for murder
of bankruptcy.
1
old,
year
heifer,
an
of
off;
dark
one
ten
red
Zulu
for
weeks.
colony
Btarflng
a
and condemned to death. A futile apand he Is thinking of
5
government
calf,
one
The
same
red
marks;
dark
knew
And
this.
peal was made to privy council, and
there.
Auaust 1.
Pope Schrader declaied that the So- months old. same mark, to secure the my opinion is that this tax was de- the men were shot.
1689 John Coode. at the head of "The
payment
promissory
liberately
a
put
for
note
high
Zulu
so
of
the
greatthat
The
rebellion of Bam-baaAssociation In Arms for the De corro eartnquake had been very all
the $128.23, dated the said October 4, would be quite unable to pay it. work
was nothing more thaa his atfense of the Protestant Rellg ly exaggerated,wasand that after
payable
date,
ing
1904,
nine
months
ordinary
agricultural
under
after
condi
tempt to escape to a place of safety.
a god thing as
Ion," usurps the government of earthquaKe
The fighting that has occurred has
called the attention of the people to for value received, with Interest from tions.
Maryland.
5
per
cent
reason
The
lay
at
cf
rate
said
date
the
at
for
close
this
simply been
on
part
1776 Sir Menfy Clinton s army ar the higher power."
per annum.
hand. The gold mines the curse of of the natives. And the resulttheof the
rives In New York from Charles
And whereas, it was provided in South Africa needed labor. The mine eampaign Is that 3,000 natives have
SCOTTY'S SECRET OUT
ton. S. C.
said chattel mortgage that if default owners feared the liberal governments been mowed down, while the British
at
1781 British forces concentrate
be made uy the said Teressa Bruno In England would dispense with the
scarce exceed a score.
Yorktown and Gloucester and MONEY OF LONG AGO DATES SAID In the payment of the said promis- Chinese cheap labor. They knew that casualties
The English have shelled our vilentrench.
CACHE
thereon,
then
A
sory
ROBBER
note
MEAN
or
TO
the natives would not work for the lages, looted our cattle, destroyed our
the interest
1854 Yelow fever becomes epidemic
Joe slave wages paid the Chinese, and crops and burned our churches. Their
It shaii be lawful for the satd
DISCOVERY.
at New Orelans.
full
Vergollo to take Immediate and
consequently they devised some plan end U attained. The native can now
A T:nopah. Nevada, dispatch, says: possession of the whole of said goods to induce
1864 General
Snerman begins the
the natives
work whether
siege of Atlanta.
The secret of the wealth of "Scotty," and chattels above described, to Ills they like or not. The topoll tax seemed do nothing but go and work in the
mines.
1876 Colorado admitted to the Union the Death Vai ey miner, has been dis- own use. and sell the same in man- to provide this incentive. ApparentNow, as to the future discontent
covered. "Scotty has found an old ner and form as now provided by law, ly the government and the mine ownthere is and has been among the naAugust 2.
cache of robbers who held up the and out of the money arising from ers played Into one another's hands.
tives, but we have no
1610 Hudson enters the straits which transcontinental
stages in tiie early said sale, to pay said promissory note
I
pointed out that the tax was feeling. All we ask for Is Justioe.
bear his name, and thinks
treasury and all charges touching the same, not have
days. Dozens of Wells-Fargto be collected until May 31. But England plumes herself as the chamhas discovered the Pacific.
notes that were never heard of ag&Tn rendering and paying surplus, if any, a police force was sent down to col- pion
of the oppressed against the op1684 Iroquois agree at Albany to until now. A party of easterners were to
the said Teressa Bruno.
lect It at the beginning of February, pressor.
Let her then guard us
terms of a "lasting peace."
traveling In the Death Valley region
And
whereas,
default
has
been
made
four
months
before
it
became
due. against the rapacious mine owners.
1817 A steamboat first arrives at St. in an aulomo.i.le recently when they In
Bald promis- This Illegal process was carried out.
payment
of
the
the
We don't want to awnmn
ixmls.
met a prospector.
sory note, no part of the same having One native a village Hampden pro- - man In Africa. But we desirethea white
share
1832 Indians, led by Black Hawk,
"See Scott?'- - he was asked.
paid
nor
thereon,
been
Interest
payment.
the
was
ThereHe
tested
shot.
In the country and
some political
subdued at Black Axe river by
He explained that "Scotty" was although the said note Is past due.
upon
thought
the natives
they were rights,
an expedition under General At- somewhere ahead of him, because he
as being
And whereas, the undersigned
under no pretext what
And when we get our rights, let
kinson.
had stopped In the saade o. his mule such mortgagee has taken possession ever, attacked
and
in
as they us have as governor a man like Presi
Congress passes an act confis- to rest, while "Scotty" pushed on. "He of all
1861
de- thought, they attacked the police,
said
cattle
and
the
chattels
and dent Roosevelt, who will carry out the
cating all slayes employed by showed me some high grade ore and scribed in said mortgage under the
an Englishman, Inspector Hunt, was law without fear or favor. Then there
for military he's goln' out to realize on it. He find terms of said mortgage.
the Confederates
Kinea.
will be no further native trouble In
purposes.
3ut I'm broke, pulls out a lot or gold
Now, therefore, I, the said mortEnglish vengeance quickly followed. Africa.
1873 Serious fire at Portland, Ore.
eagles ana be stakes me to two hun- gagee, will on,
Saturday, the
dred," said the prospector.
25th day of August, A. D. 1906, at the
August 3.
In the light of the lamps he held out hour of 10 o'clock In the forenoon of
1492 Columbus sails from Palos on some gold eagles. The date was 1840 said day,
the corral of Joe Vayo,
his first voyage of discovery, on each one, with a mint mark of D. at No. 320atNorth
First street, in the
ships.
In
men
with lltf
three
In 1840 tnere was no Denver, but a city of Albuquerque, expose for sale
besiege
1757 French and Indians
mint in Delganus, Ga., coined money and sell to the highest bidder, for
F-William Henry, in New for a time.
cash, the aoove described chattels and
York.
"Ihey have had detectives after cattle, for the purpose of paying the
1777 Americans victorious In battle Scotty," said the prospector. "These said note.
JOB VEKGOLIO.
of Fort Schuyler, on the Mo- ore samples he carries are a blind. He
Albuquerque, N. M., July 20, 1906.
hawk river.
By Will H. Brill.
1780 Major General Benedict Arnold
Staff Correspondent of the X. K. A.
at his own request, assumes
In the Japnese-RussiaWar
command at West Point; the
In General Baron Oku. the newly
fortress contains the most valappointed chief of staff of the Japauable collection
of military
nese army, the Japanese government
stores In America.
1795 General Wayne makes a treaty
has secured a man who will be no unworthy successor
of peace with 11,000 Indian warto Gen. Kodama,
the "Japanese Moltke."
riors at Fort Greenville, on the
Miami.
There Is no officer In the Japanese
1848 A woman's rights convention at
army so well fitted for the place.
Rochester puts forth a claim for
Gen. Oku Is a born soldier, a born
Daily Press Reports by Marconi Wireless Telegraph Make leader of men, and
suffrage.
a strategist of no
ability. He Is
years old and
Its Commercial Value Indispensable as the Telephone . mean
August 4.
has been a soldier since he was 18.
1790 Congress passes the bill for
He is a product
old Japan and be'
funding the debts of the states Marconi Wireless to Keep Tragedy Six Wireless Telegraph Stations Will came learned in of
his profession on the
Secret.
thus putting the finances of the1 London,
Be
JUL
Established on Pacific Coatt
battlefield rather In the school. He
June 'in. A determined effort
country on a sound bals.
is being; made by the Countess of Yarknows the art of war thoroughly, but
at a Cost of $60,000.
1814 General Drummond, (British), mouth, sinter of Harry
prevent
Thaw, to
he speaks no language but his own.
besieges General Gaines (Amer- news of the Thaw-Whit- e
tragedy reach- - Washington. Julv 1HAI th
lie.
In personal appearance Gen. Oku
mother. Mrs. W illiam Thaw, by partment contracts are belli made for
GEN. BARON OKU.
ican) at Fort Erie.
'"f "her
...
... . .
un
far taller than the average
i
i. Is tall
ivno irirmnui v. ut'iure ifie Hrnvm I ne ..win
1S62
President Lincoln Issues a call of the
steamship Minneapolis, which Is stations on the Pacific Coast the first of his country. His face Is thin and or defeat, he rode by me.
His face
for SOu.ooO more mm to serve euipea with the Marconi system, on to be at Cape Flattery. Five others will strongly lined,
and adorned with a was uubhaven and haggard, for three
which Mrs. Thaw sailed from New Yorlc tie placed as soon as possible, and Oi,M0
nine months.
thin
days
niustach
long
a
straggling
nights
and
and
fie had not slept. The
will be spent In the work.
1S83
Special delivery letteis distrib- last Saturday.
Imperial.
The most notable fea- responsibility of holding the most imuted
the first time.
ture of his face U his eyes, deep set, portant point in the entire line was
MARCONI WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
keen and kindly. During the four- his. But as he rode past me there
oJB ,a matt r 'dl!111 'commercial routine and Is earnlnw monev. teen months I was attaened t his was the little smile of recognition
GRAND CANYON TOLL ROAD
cJl
ky shareholders, with constantly Increasing
'
headquarters In the field during the the courteous manner of old Japan
phenomenal growth. The Marconi system has now sixty
liitl'miT recent war I saw him almost
REMAINS IN PRIVATE HANDS realize Itsmoney
dally, which, unfortunately, young Japan has
urnlnK
In
operation
more
is
on
Jt
than one hundred
and never grew tired of looking at already begun to forget.
liners. It has been officially adopted by twelve governments,
Is being exand
tended
as
rapidly
as is physically possible.
those eyes. Whether during a battle
I took
the accompanying photoA correspondent writing to Los AnThe close
of this Invention to the telephone Is recalled
If Hell or at a celebration of a victory, there graph in his headquarters one day
geles Examiner from Flagstaff, dated Telephone st.K similarity
k was offered at the price it was sold to original
Invest,
rs
It
was
always a smile in those eyts for during the long watt which allowed
July 31. says: On th"e 31st of last would be oversubscribed In a day. one hundred dollars so invested
years
to two hundred thousand dollars. This
the summoning of the peace confergeneration
January, ttie iranchise held by Super- ago increasedopportunity,
missed the a man he recognized.
-is taking advantage of the Marconi opportunity.
On the day of the crisis In the bat- ence. He afierward said it wag the
visor Cameron and his associates, cov- T he investment appeals but
to
all classes on account of its prominent directors tle before Motikilen,
when
no one Ust photograph he had ever had
ering the Bright Angel toll road at absence of bonds and preferred stock, which offer so many chances for manipuknew whether U wis lo be victory taken.
and sijueealng of small shareholders, and the puld-uthe Grand Canyon, expired. The fran lation
and
of Its certificates.
chise had been In existence for fifteen features
Telegraph. Telephone and Cable business has proved the safest and
years and the revenues derived from mostThe
profitable of all Investments.
No record of failure Is heaM of In the
In Self Defense
tolls collected tuereon for the past Vi
iiiiiuriiND miiu permanent aivioriios
are
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
The
facts
.Marconi
Telegraph
Wireless
does
all
the wire ami cable systems do and Major Hamtn. editor and manaeer of1
years
that
have
ged
aver
three
twenty dol- also what they
cannot
do
ships
sea
moving
reach
at
and
trains,
the
Constitutionalist,
and
will
per
Ky.,
Emminence,
lars
day.
eventually be substituted for and do all the business of Its rivals combined
w hen he was fiercely attacked,
. ..t company a statement, reiwereu jumiary 31.
By operation of law, upon the expirafour 'Th undersigned Is prepared to
sli ow
i went - years ago, by piles, bought
snares let! in the treasury. When these are sold it but
a box of "lake lriM to and from the celebrat-Bucklen'tion of such franchises in Arizona, the "" inousaimngure
will not he
to
tne profit to if mad.
in buying now, while comparatively
Arnica Salve, of whlefc heIel JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any
right to collect tolls passes to tne "iiiicuii
low.
"n cured me In ten days and formation desired can be secured
county in wuich the toll fad U locatno trouble since. Quickest healer of !from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
MARCONI INSTALLMENT POOL
ed and the county shouid get. considerburns, sores, cuts and wxunrts ?rr Railroad avenue.
able revenue from the tolls thus colMarconi Certificates have advanced lu the past year to $T.iiO each
As the at all druggists.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
lected, but on February 1, Supervisors !
we
"lUe
they
cheaper,
l,aK''are
feel
that
price,
r'w'"1
at
1figure,
this
than
no
before suooess was asxured. Hy a fortunate option, secured
Cameron and Poison, Suiervlsor Cor,1,Ht "'vane, we are enabled to offer these
"Make Ha- - While the Sun Shines."
Z.
nish voting "So," entered
Certillcatia at
Into a
i.
of one hundred memln rs,
V " Br ,,uw '"miing a pool, to consist
NOTICE TO SUM- There is a lesson in the work of the
contract with one L. L. Ferrell and i?i
opportunity.
l,ni)v,1,',ta
this
Our option permits us to pav lu
He knows that , the
MER WANDERERS, 4 thrifty farmer.
granted Ferreil the right I) collect and Inon.hw
"X
l'"Vllege
to
Hr''
"'lH
each
rn.,Lrl
subscriber.
e'l
I
bright sunshine may last but a day
retain all fees on this road for a period to write - I u ii
nave
a
W.......H,,
eacn
i,,
"
uir
cshii
lllontn,
mile
'
Have The Evenin? Citizen for- BT'.,U"- 1
'"'""nation concerning the advantages
and he prepares fur the showers
of fiv years, for the sole consideraand prospects for making
money that this pool offers.
warded to your address when 3i which are so liable to follow. So It
tion of bepiugihe trail in repair.
f
w',hou
,
contradiction,
1,.1," ."wV'i
never before has oppor-mt"r ""res, by small that
you go away on your vacation.
y
should be with every household.
Fur the past three years Ferrell has tiinliv
monthly
payments.
. v L,?r i.,J rr"'''
If you are now a paid up sub- - X
diarrhoea and cholera morbus
comparable to Kdlsoi.
been an employe of Cameron and It is o
Light and Hell Tele"
e'mn
ho had the
foresight
r';'Ur""1 ,ni1"""1'
to buv f ecriler, please le' us know when " may attack some member of the home
an open secret that Ferill was used
en II? .','J,l"y
" " "hould our not unreasonable
T.,'1" '"'. Ul"1
prediction
you order the paper forwarded, 4 without warning. ChambtrlaVs Colic,
simply as a blind to screen the fact
1IIH U Mill MR LIIH
OtlHIIIir III III
f11rir I.ri.ul
and a!j let u know If you de- - t Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, whlc'a
that Cameron as a supervisor Is In real- tha
ne font
f the stock.
We siuc.r.ly believe
"JrV "n,',u"t
In
these securities, at the present low S sire It stopped at your home ad- - 4 is the lies', kn wn medicine for these
ity contracting with Himself to divert
""""""tit
Lnnli f
to live comfortably, without work, the balance f dress. Be careful to give post- diseases, should always be kept at
th tolls in'o his own pockets.
of hi" tiii
t."
4 office, hotel or street address. In i ' hand, as immediate treatment Is nec- No bund is required of Canitron or
ail cases.
fctessary, and delay may prove fatal. For
Ferrell; tut" county and not Cameron OWENS & CO.,
Brokers, Laughlin Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
sale by all druggists.
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Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI
:

& GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

n

We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete

fir

Have been appointed exclusive agents '
In the Southwest for
JOS. SiHLIT2,
WM. LEMP AND
8T. LOblS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.

to-wi-

.

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRAN ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

And other standard brands ot whiskies
too numerous to mention.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

able-bodi-

ta

But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

self-defen- se

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
SANTA FE,

NEW MEXICO

FORT Y EIGHTH YEAR
BEGINS SEPT, 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
mm

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkoie Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

'

000Ci.
KEEP.

COOL-CO-

OK

WITH GAS

With a coal stove you waste tea
times more beat than you use. Can't
cook anything upon It without heating
up the kitchen. Makes summer cookery unbearable. Different and better,
with Gas. Four burners on a
GAS RANGE

--

You can be using one, getting all the
heat you want, and still bare the top
of the range cold within a foot of the
burner.
The best proof that Gas
Cookery is cool cookery. You appreciate it wonderfully on hot day.
Ranges on display at Electric

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORN BR 4 th A NO GOLD

444y4991

J. H. O'REILLY & CO.
3'LEADING

DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

v-

rutnuratiiMi
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Dys-tntcr-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

ALBUQUERQUE
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CITIZEN

Some Things Better
Than Gold Treasures

Published Dally and Weekly.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. 8. 8TRICKLER,
President.

THE OLD

xxxxxxoxxxxxcxxxxxcoxxxkxx
How rich we are, we poor folks;

SATURDAY,

UMLOMDING SALE

TIME

BALL PLAYER?

We working peo-

ple;

Lost,, a Birthright

Though

The Citizen recently Raid that apart from the absurd,
ridiculous and absolutely false assertions concerning New
Mexico and her people, the opponents of statehood have
arguments on which they harp conbut three
tinually. These are that New Mexico and Arizona have
an Incontestable right legal, moral or divine they do not
say, but Incontestable right any way to separate statehood; that each Is qualified for separate statehood; and
that In order to secure separate statehood It is only necessary that each or either shall reject vigorously and
promptly the proposed Joint statehood.
Of course the few antis In New Mexico, who are
attempting to run their opposition on political lines, do
not dare tise the abuse and misrepresentations which
brothers in Arizona affectionately emtheir
ploy as their chief weapon offensive and defensive.
Hence they are restricted to the more frequnt use of
inallanable right, ample
the other three propositions
qualification, and audacious prediction. The reader will
find, whether he peruses the
published In
Arizona or their three or four weekly sisters published
in New Mexico, the same absolute dearth of argument,
the same unfounded nnd unreasonable assertions, the
Bamo hazy and improbable prediction.
It Is ever and
always and only the separate statehood birthright, the
separate statehood qualification, the separate statehood
certainty.
Where did Arizona or New .Mexico or any
other territory get a right to statehood either Joint or
separate? Will some of those so fond of asserting the
existence of such right, kindly tell us where it can be
found or how it originated?
The Spanish descended
people who elected to remain in the territory ceded by
Mexico to the United States they and their descendants
have a treaty right to "be Incorporated Into the union
of the United States and be admitted at the proper time
(to be Judged of by the congress of the United States)
to all the enjoyment of all the rights of citizens of the
United States." But this Bays nothing of Arizona or
of New Mexico, nothing of statehood either joint or single, either extended or contracted. In fact it does not
talk about areas at all but about people, nnd only about
such people as had been subjects of Mexico but chose
to become citizens of the United States. There Is nothing in that treaty which gives the birthright of single
statehood to Arianna or New Mexico, or to the people
of other bloods who entered Into and became residents
on the former Spanish lands. The Kibbeys, the Murphyg,
the Ellinwoods, the O'Brien Moores, thj Randolphs, et
Id genus omne, must look for their birthright, about
which they prate so much, elsewhere than to the constitution of the United States, which spenks of "the territory or other property belonging to the United Slates,"
or to the Guadalupe-Hidalg- o
treaty, or to the later Gadsrs

den treaty.

If appeal be taken to the act ot congress, where the
county of Arizona was raped from New Mexico and
erected into a territory of less than 10,000 population,
the said genus omne are left in no better condition, for
that act contains these omnious works: "Nothing in the
provision of this act shall be construed to prohibit the
congress of the United States from dividing said territory or changing its boundaries in such manner and at
such times as it may deem proper."
Will some one of the copper colored and railway
tarred opponents of statehood In Arizona or one of
their feeble imitators In New Mexico kindly tell us where
to find this often talked of but never located birthright
of single statehood?

Tenting in Town
Patton, of Evansston,
and

Mayor
111.,
his family
have been sleeping in tents in the mayor's back yard.
In telling about it he says: "You would bfe surprised at
the beneficial effects. We all feel better. There is so
much more ozone to be had than sleeping In a room.
And then in a room with windows open there is danger
from draughts. You get up feeling out of sorts. But
you feel absolutely refreshed after a night's sleep in
the open."
The mayor hag made converts of his neighbors and
the yards of Evanston are dotted with tents. In many
other towns the "tent f ure'' fs beeomipg popular. It is
Inexpensive. All you need Is a tent and a few boards
Afpr a floor. And it is a real outing a "return to na, . "h k . Vym mtx : .six,.
ture."
It is In line with the new treatment fresh air, sunshine, simple food, liberal use of pure drinking water,
etc. that is recommended by many
- physicians.
Man was not made to sleep In a stuffy room. His
lungs were made to be used. It was intended they
should be filled like a bellows with great draughts of
oxygen. But man shuts himself up, puts a few holes in
his house for the air to leak through, breathes with only
half his lungs and dies of consumption and numerous
other ills. Try the tent cure.
w

haven't a cent laid by for a rainy day, 1
than $3.hmi.imui, and so are you if you are
healthy and happy,
Janus M. llringas, of Mexico, has offered his whole
fortune ($."i,noii,iMMi) for health, and he can t buy It. lie
Is a leper and the dread disease has already devoured his
finger nails and is eating its way into the flesh of his
fingers.
He travels in his private car. He surrounds himself
with all the luxuries that money can buy. More gold
than you or I have ever seen Is at bis command. Yet
you and I. bearing the petty annoyances that poverty
brings, would not exchange our health for all his millions.
We have our loved ones, tlieir arms fold 'round us
with no fear of taint. He must turn from those dearest
I

am worth more

to him.

We have hope that on the morrow blessings yet untold will be revealed to us. What has he to look forward

Death ly a loathsome disease.
Our hands may be hardened and grimy with toil,
but the flesh is there healthy and full of good rich blood.
"Bring me health and take all my wealth," he cries.
Yet we whose steps are firm, whose blood runs clean,
whose arms are strong, whoso eyes are bright with the
glow of health and strength and hope sometimes forgot
to count our blessings. Sometimes we moan nnd cry
out against Kate because It has made him rich and left

f

We've Too Much Clothing

5!

V

.'

By Several Thousand Dollars. It
must be sold at some price. Go it
must. Don't confound this sale
with any of the many fake sales
now going on. So many stores at
this season merely plow over their
stock and then tag the "weeds" with
clearance cards. Such sales are
paper sales and nothing more. You
will find here no tricks, no shams,
no strings tied to our many offers

I

u

to?

us poor.
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Joy and Benefit
Life Out of Poors
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We used to pity the tramp because lie had to sleep
a haystack.
It as thought to be a hard life, an uncomfortable
lot and the ruin of health. But that was In another age
than this. Today It is the man with more bedrooms in
his house than he knows what to do with, and with so
much spnee in his yard that a tent Is deemed an ornament to it, who is discovering that the once commiserated tramp was wise and had a good thing. All the
way from the crowded tenement districts to the furthest
leaches of the suburban railways, the man .who might
lie upon a felt mattress under covers of down may be
sleeping out of doors. He Is getting so common that
people soon must cease to admire his audacity and to
listen wonderingly to bis tales of full lungs and bounding
spirits at the waking hour, of dawn.
In

Ho you know him, fans?
Yes, it's "Goldie." K. E. Goldsmith,
who first used the curve in professional base ball, and who has been
In the limelight of tho fans since away
back In the '70s, has been located.
He Is tn this city and came here to

umpire the territorial fair base ball
tournament two years ago and Is still
here. He says he is feeling fine, and
his looks sustain that version.
In 1870 "Goldie" used to bang
around the Yale practice grounds.
Hamilton Avery, then pitching for
Yale, taught him how to curve a ball.
"Goldie" used the curve-- for the first
time In a professional game at Lynn,
Mass., a year or two later and the way
his team walked away with the other
sido was a caution.
About that time scientists at Brooklyn were declaring that the curve was
impossible. "It's ngainst all rules of
philosophy," they said.
About the same time "Goldie" was
twirling tho ball for Ixmdon, Ont.,
and that aggregation pulled down the
world's championship three consecutive years '70, '77 and '78.
"From the Londons I went to
Springfield, Mass., then pitched for
the Troy, New Yorkers in the National," says "Goldie." "The next five
years '81, '82, '83, '84 and 85 found
me with the Chicago White Stockings.
I finisned up with the curve in Baltimore and transformed myself into
an umpire, remaining In that capacity
with the American association until a
few years ago."
"I like New Mexico," added "Goldie"
"and I may stay here Indefinitely. I
use the term indefinitely because it
doesn't mean any particular time."

City bred people are making the discovery of a new
heavens and a new earth. They are becoming acquainted
with the mystic world of the dawn. Is the sunrise really
so charming as the poets and the artists picture it? Not
if you burst upon it rudely with sleepy eyes by throwing
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
aside a curtain; not if you have been making an owl of
yourself all night, or are forced to get up for an early
train then the sunrise is an unwelcome and a resented
Metal Market.
New Y'ork, Aug. 4. Lead and copper
glare. But seen under right conditions met half way,
as it were, and in sympathetic spirit, with the mind quiet, unchanged.
sweetly awakening with the day, nnd with the rich glow
St. Louis Wool.
of the eastern sky flooding Into the open soul then
St. iritis, Mo., Aug. 4. Wool marthe sunrise still is. as it has been through all the nges, ket steady, unchanged.
the most glorious phenomenon In nature.
m
Spelter Market.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 4. Spelter,
Terhaps tine reason why it is so hard for us properly
to appreciate the dawn is that we do not go early enough quiet; ij.t2'.
to bed. This has become an electric light nge of ours
Chicago Live Stock.
we have come to regard night work and night pleasures
Chicago,
111.,
Aug. 4. Cattle reas a very essential part of our existence. But If there ceipts, 40i; market, steady; beeves,
could have been left out of our past life everything I3.70QC.40; cows and heifers, $1.0of
2.4ffiT
which did not occur by day, how little real good would 5.25; stoektrs and feeders,
any of us have lost and how much evil would we have 4.25; calves, $5.0j(f 7.00.
Sheep receipts,
4,000;
market,
escaped?
t
steady; sheep, $2,901.25; yearlings,
5.40(& C.lu; lambs, $4.50
7.75.
1
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Chicago,

Provision Market.
111., Aug. 4
Closing quota-

Call and Get My Prices
Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings,

Fine

Guity of Sell'"g

I

Children of Nation

;

down-to-da-

Go

FURNITURE, RUGS, DRAPERIES, CROCKERY,
GLASSWARE, RANGES AND KITCHENWARE
H

In saving money the
start is a very important
part.

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

-

When the habit ot saving

Is once firmly rooted, the results
of saving will manifest themselves. IV
Many persons say it is no use to;

start a saving account at the bank, v

pos-Th-

71
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.
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ruvwoou

1

I

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
1

RELIEVES PAIN.

Lint

BUILDS

I

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

trip rates,

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.

TO NIG HI

Courtesy and attention
Your friendship and patronage la appreciated.
guest it a pleasure to ui.

66

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Lot Angelee.

JAM

Adams

well-to-d-

FIRST

See Santa Fa Agent for round
good for thirty days.

..Casino Theater.. I New Mexico

Lylllan
Leighton
Stock Co.

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

92;

Agent of Publicity

I

.Bclow 0ur Competitors

30;

te

Clothing and
Furnishings

Q.W. Strongfs Sons

because they can save so little. If!
tions:
you
can save but little, you ought
Wheat Sept., 788; Dev., 74 V4. 4
Corn Sept., 49'8; Dec, 46'8.
Denver Timet.
to be more anxious to save, by perA
Oats Sept.,
Dec, 321.
severing you will presently be surPork Sept., $16.9c ; Jan., 114.25.
OCKXXXXXK0X00XXXXXXXKXXXC
Lard Sept., J8.S5; Oct., 18 92.
e
prised at the amount of your savprobable coal lands, but only thosewhere coal was
Ribs Sept., $9.25; Oct., $9.25.
little fellow who had to be allowed to sleep off
ings.
a drunken paralysis at the jail the other night is a
Stock Market.
A bank account Is a great help to
bright, lovable-lookin- g
New York, Aug. 4. Closing stock
little chap. Even if bis Story
saver. It puts system into his
the
ns:
nuotati.
Atchison.
Atchison
that a man gave him the whisky, offering
jay nm to
lOd-- ;
New York Central.
saving.
drink it, is true, and he Is not accustomed p drink, the preferrtd,
1394; Pennsylvania, 132 ; Southern
situation is pitiful. What awful ale It is that a boy Pacific, it 14; Union Pacific. 155-4- ;
like this must shift for himself so largely and be found Union Pacific preferred, 94; Amal- THE BANK OF COMMERCE
gamated Copper, 101- ; United States
in gutters of any sort from whatever cause!
MEXICO
NEW
3!l4; United States Steel pre ALBUQUERQUE.
Here is a boy, nominally 14, but apparently aud Steel.
ferred, It'll".
probably only about 10, making a living as a bootblack,
Kansas City Live Stock.
while his mother works cleaning cars. Whatever the
An entirely new feature in the big government
City, Mo., Aug. 4. Cattle ro
the departmental press agent, has come into ex youngster gets of knowledge of ideals, of experience, ot Knasas
ipts, leu; market, steady; native
istence during the past few years. It is growing. The must be picked up on the street. This will be valuable steers,
$4.
6.0ft;
steers,
reclamation service, which bus charge of gigantic federal In many ways. He will not be stupid, or stingy, or 14.0018 4.90; southernsouthern
cows, $2.ft(l
pioneer.
was
the
irrigation projects in the west,
slow. He may find a way to get dollars, and preferment, 3.25; native cows and heifers, $2.00
When this work was undertaken its vast importance and even social position. None of these things are likely. 5.25; stochers and feeders, $2.00
and the millions to be expended made it ot national in- The easier path is toward dissipation and nonentity. But, 4.40; Lulls, $2.1503.50; calves, $2.50
terest. But the nature of the work, the language of it In any case, the rough and tumble existence of uncher-Ishe- d 5.75; western fed steers. $3.50(fi 6.00;
western fed cows, 2. 50 4.25.
and all the details were brand new. Direct6r Newell
childhood Is all wrong. It yields many good qualSheep receipts None on sale.
was overwhelmed by Washington correspondents end ities, but It
all but Impossible the delicacy of feelothers seeking information. It was hard to find time to ing, gentle makes
instincts and subtle bloom of nature which TUCSON'S C UNCILMEN
do any work. In desperation, after many conferences on
OFF ON VACATION
in happiness and beauty among men
the subject, he solved the problem by giving a newspaper yields the best
For a full week Tucson, Ariz., has
There is little enough of these things among the
man an appointment and making hint publicity agent.
been governed y the city jailer and
Money will not give them.
children of the fortunate
Jt worked fine for all concerned.
the city tax collector. All of the other
enough.
Only
are
not
Schools
the close and loving asso officials have beeu taking vacations.
press
agent,
placing
by
a
Gifford I'inchot followed
THE ROLLICKING,
one
or
with
ciation
mother,
dear
equally
near
and
father
Mayor Manning Is hunting bears In
a former newspaper writer. In the forestry bureau for
SPARKLING COMEDY
the human creature truly human. It Is all wrong the mountains.
councllmen
the diffusion of useful information. The agricultural de make some
cannot
must
mothers
so
at
they
large
mayor
pro
work
tempore,
hard
that
that
Is
vls
and
agent
exploit
press
to
thinking
getting
a
of
is
partnient
mother their little ones. It is sadder still that there are lt:ng In Ixs Angeles. Ot'ner memlers
its work in intelligent fashian, and the postotlico depart- mothers
who do not care to enter into the Inmost lives of of the council are summering at beach
ment is experimenting with "copy" telling about adven
boys as they can only do hy unfailing and persist resorts. William M. Locll. acting citv
tures of postglflce inspectors and other departmental theirthought
ami sympathy. It Is just as sad that fathers attorney is in Los Angeles. Tom
affairs. The press agent's title is not officially recog ent
Hichey, assistant district attorney, has
are
too
engrossed
in tho comparatively trivial things of been representing
THE CONGO TWINS, COMEDY
nized, but he's in the service and doing valuable work.
the city in a law
the dollars to be their boys' best friend and confidante suit at Prescott. The city farshal
GUN SPINNERS, ALL THIS
is en
WEEK.
s'ock It is hard that the pressure of the time robs so many, joying an i iiting in the Dragoon mouu
New Mexican: H. J. lianicr, a prominent
against
quite
will,
things
their
make
of
the
time
for
that
city
tains
hunting
the
Is
and
has
raiser who has had extensive livestock interests and
generous lift? real life. What might not in Sonora.
Notwiths'andig tho fact AMATEUR CONTEST HELD EVERY
been a land owner in Arizona since 1887 and who has for rich, full,
all
humanity
officials have do FRIDAY NIGHT, AND CASH PRIZES
that
of
nctieve
these
strength
beauty
in
of
character
and
one of the finest landed properties In this territory, in
during
posts
sertiil
the hot sea AWARDED THE WINNERS.
taeir
if
all
ones
the
little
of the race could be nurtured with
Mora county, informs the New Mexican that in his opini lie atrairs or tne city are running
son
loving
but wise care, so that they might "live out t'n
PRICES OF ADMISSION, 15 AND
ion, the eastern and northeastern counties of Arizona
smootlilv.
29 CENTS.
as Graham, Apache, Navajo and Coconino, will return life like the light."
A New York ball player was ar
a majority for tho joint statehood project next elettion.
rested In Pittslairg tho other day. Is
THE HARVEST OF FOLLY.
Mr. Kamer's stock
ranch in Arizona Is located near
retaliating because of New
It is the nuiMMon of many a
o
father In Pittsburg
Holbrook and he Is well acquainted with conditions In
York's treatment of its millionaires
his section of Arizona, having been a resident there for these days to .shield his sou from the struggles and pria number of years and keeping In close connection with vations that marked bis own career. The man who had
DON'T BLAME THE COAL MAN
conditions ad public setiment prevalent there. He favors to work from the in the morning till sundown on a farm IF YOU HAVE TO SHIVER NEXT
or
ignorant
with
associate
the Joint statehood plan, believing that it Is tho best
YOUR
and brutal laborers in nienia WINTER. STOCK
COAL
that can be had under the circumstances. Mr. Hauler's callings or deny himself all tin- - luxuries and many of the NOW. W. H. HAHN & CO.
0
necessities in order to get ahead in the worl
opinion is valuable as it shows that despite the columns
ANNUAL
MEETING OF EAGLES.
statehood papers says: "My boy must never have such a hard time as
and columns published by the ant
must le made smooth hefon Annual Session, Grand Aerie, Frain the sister territory opposing Joint statehood vigorously had; his way to siie t
and at times very viciously, the people In quite a large him by the advantages he will have over those that
ternal Order of Eagle., Milwaupart of Arizona will vote for what Is now the best In- had," and he plans to make it easier for him. Yet it is
kee, Wis., August 14 to 18.
one of the most l.imiliar facts in life that this affectionterests of the two commonwealths and for joint
r tne above occasion tho Santa
ate ambition of the rich father for his boy fails of reali- Im r will
to Milwaukee for
sell
zation. Almost every newspaper that falls from the $17.10 for thetickets
round trip. Tickets on
That the federal government and not the separate press tells the melancholy story of a rich man's sou who ale August 11. i2 and 13, 19DC. Kinal
Embalming Is Our Specialty
governments of the several states should have control In has disappointed the hopes of his family and whose prin- limit, August 23.
T. K. PI KDY,
for even cipal service to humanity Ir.ts been to serve its a warnthe naturalizat ion of aliens, I too
Apent A. T.. . S. I Hy.
the most rabid supporter of "state's rights" to call the ing to those who (dine after him. We know what the
Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Ave.
o
gilded youth with a fabulous Income does with his
measure in question. Not the least of the many
DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL Colo, phone, Black, 298.
Auto., 152.
congress
money
is
by
Willi
of
session
laws passed
himself. His patrimony and his vital FOR
the last
aim
NEXT WINTER.
SUMMER
that which created a bureau of immigration and natural- forces are consumed in the mad pursuit of pleasure in PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUGA Citizen Classified i.d is
good
some row or extravagant form. Indianapolis Star.
isation in the department of commerce and labor.
UST ONL . W. H. HAHN & CO.
Investment.
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By Cynthia Grey.

W. T. McCRElGHT,
Business Manager.
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Funeral Directors

HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

to

LOCATION

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

THE BEST IN TOWN

I

OR IEMm

Per Gallon

.

-

-

$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

--

Red

92.

P. M. DAVIS

7-

-

Agent For

t
o

The Mills Novelty Company

self-evide-

mein-onjjj-

e

1

All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amuse- nient nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;
large profits on small investments, investigation invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216; '2 South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
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SILK INDUSTRY FOR

RAWER, PROMINENT

LAND

HEAT

EVENING

MAN, OE

BD CHAIR

CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

Interview Favorina Cina Haseaawa Says the Rio
in Near While Cool Breezes Fan Albuqu- Gives
Of Business Over Last Year. To Receive Attention
Joint Statehood-Thin- ks
Grande Valley Is Adapted
erque-Reports
of Crops
Future. According to Time
Grimshaw. Here. Gives
Arizona Will
to the Silkworm.
and Progress.
of Selecting Site.
Some Estimates.
LETTER INTERESTING
SETTLEKS ARRIVING !v VALLEY ARCHITECT TAYLOR'S

y

assortment of Odd Chairs
at grealy reduced prices,
among them a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduc- -.
tion of 20 to 50 per cent.
We Gladly Show you
our stock, leaving your own
good judgment to do the rest.

NEWS BUDGET HELP PASS STATEHOOD BILL EXPERIMENTS YIELD PKOFITS

An experiment will be made here of
H. J. Ranter, a prominent land
The following letter pertaining tu Special Correspondence.
assistant to the
Glng llasegawa,
3. A season ow ner and cattle raiser, residing near growing silkworms.
Phoenix,
August
Ariz.,
build
government
the
of
erection
president and general manager of the the
expert, wno Has been
Japanese
Is spending
who
Watrous,
several
day
of
past
the
excessive
heat
the
for
on
opposite
city,
site
the
ing
this
in
Santa Fe Central Kailroad company,
Commercial Club building, has weeks has wilted everything aud ev- here, in conversation with a press rep- - 'successful in growing silkworms at El
arrived in the city Irom Santa Fe the
two reseutative, gave the foil, wing inter- Paso and has been In Albuquerque
been
received by Delegate Andrews erybody in this vicinity. For
last night on No. 1, coming down In
Tay- weeks it "threatened" rain, clouding view as to his attitude towards joint 'over two weeks, studying conditions,
company with H. U. Mudge. first vice from Supervising Architect J. K.
;ays that he believes the country well
i
and getting hotter than hades, and statehood:
resident of the Rock Island, and VV. lor: TREASURY DEPARTMENT
'I am in favor of the adoption of adapted to the silkworm Industry and
then blowing oft with a hot gale, folof
owner
prominent
a
C. Uradherry,
Washington, July :'!, 1S06 lowed by a dead calm that was suffo- the provisions of the Hamilton j int 'bat he will give it a trial next spring,
tarni land near Topeka, Kaa., in .Mr. Hon. Wm. H. Andrews, 'Albuquerque, cating. On the morning of August 1, statehood law. I'p to within a vear "ln ,ao''"
the Japanese, "this
M mine's private car.
however, the long looked for rain ago, I strongly upheld separate state- whole Rio Grande valley, soil, climate
Mexico.
New
was
he
that
.Mr. tinmshaw stated
raining hood for the two territories, b lievlng al"l everything, is just right for the
Sir:-Treceipt of your letter of came- in copious draughts,
ht re for a short conference with Hon. July 15,
7 p. ra., over two inches
each of them to be justly entitled to growing of silkworms. Down at El
U. H. post- - from 3 until
to
the
relative
the
of
president
V. H. Andrews,
wu '"O" insects on ice.
falling.
tills privilege, and knowing that both aso ' "1,v
building
it
prop
is
to
which
sed
office
maturs
to
Santa k.. rentral. relative
Water for irrigation purposes has or either were lully capable tf sus Next spring these insects will pass
M., is hereby
Albuquerque,
erect
at
N.
of
Speaking
pertaining U the road.
been very scarce for the past month, taining the right kind of a state gov- through a transformation finally deacknowledged.
The govthe business along the line ot the
but a light raise is now reported. ernment. About a year ago, however, veloping into silkworms.
In
you
are
In
reply
advistd
in
thai.
Grimshaw,
Santa Fe Central, Air.
Crops have been rather above normal, I changed my opinion, having become ernment furnished me some eggs and
of
with
practice
accordance
usual
the
of
representative
conversation with a
abundant, and the wheat crops convinced that separate statehood for I have altogether a half dozen differthis otlice, the work is taken up In hay Is good.
The Kvening Citizen, said:
The beet crop is being the present and probably for some ent species. A test will develop
were
were
which
in
the
order
the
sites
in"We are enjoying an excellent
harvested, and is an excellent yield, years to come was out of the ques- which specie is tho most prolific in
government,
in
dls
the
vestul
but
the
crease of business over last year's organization
ten to twenty tons to the acre tion. Being an ardent statehood ad this country. That specie I will bring
occasioned ny the failure from
being realized.
records. .Many car loads of brick are to pass a public
vocate, I carefully examined into af- hero next spring for an experiment."
building
bill
the
at
Ging llasegawa came to America
being handled by us from the Santa last stsslon of
The sugar mill is in working order fairs and concluded, after due considconthe
Fe penitentiary to points throughout gress, makes it necessary to complete and will begin operations as soon as eration that it would be the best for alxut seventeen yiars ago, and began
rnlslng silkworms at Fresno, Cal. The
a supply of beets is seined. 1 here
the country, and we have hauled over the organization
of the draughting is a scarcity of cars for shipment, and the two territories to be joined into Japanese government learned of what
so far this
SKj.OOO
pounds of
not.
one
wait
longer
great
state,
and
now
ot
work
force
before
the volume
he was doing, and according to llasea large part of the crop Is growing upon the probability of separate
season.
on hand can be handled as rapidly as as
gawa, the mikado ordered that he
on the east side and has to be ship
Our local traffic has Increased wondeand it cannot therefore be
ped this shortage is keenly felt, ihe
should be killed. It was against Japderfully, as we are now handling usual,
many
agree
of
with
the
"I
cannot
finitely stated at what date the draw- acreago is limited and the present crop
an's policy to allow her pet industry,
alKiut tnree times as much as we did ings
pain
punlished
statements
Arizona
will
In
question
for the building
can be worked up by the mill in nuru nn.t nimlii l.t- mnv tf
last year in shipments of merchan- be begun.
ttii.ro the growing of silkworms, to become
about six weeks, the capacity of the that the vote on the Joint statehood r.ooU'(1 in Am.orlcfV, Hasewaga was a
dise, farm implements, seeds and
Your interest in the matter Is, how plant being J.J tons every twenty-fouhe had to
things pertaining to the farm. I ac- ever,
on Japanese subject then and California,
and every effort hours. The mill, which is new, will question will be overwhelmingly my
flee for his life. He left
count for this substantial increase ly will appreciated,
against,
namely,
one
side,
in
made on the part of this of- turn out the finished product, granuvirtue of the fact that the Estancia fice tobe expedite
opinion, in eastern Arizonn, especially. goir;g to Arizona. Since leavt;)'; ofCalithe work.
the
lated and cube sugar. .Next season In the counties of Graham, Apache, fornia, he has become a subj
valley Is last filling up with
Respeclfullv,
they expect to have 10,000 acres to Navajo and Coconino, and possibly in United States government, r.r ho is
oi a good class, who are
J. K. TAYLOR,
b.r .:ess of
work up.
coming to the valley to make their
Yavapai, the vote favorable to joint now going back into the 111:
Supervising Architect.
silk...
in raising cantehis early training and
An experiment
future homes, and who are starting
Arlmany
will
astonish
statehiKHl
From this, It Is judged, that Inas loupes ion a small scale in this vlcln
worm growing.
at once into the business of making much
zonans.
as the local site for a postofflce ity has given good results, and next
From his experiments at El Ptso
a farm. We have had a number of was selected
"As far as I am concerned, I shall Hsaegawa
and vested In the gov- year will be gone Into on a much
has mnde a table of
good rains in that district lately, whicn
my
best for the success and the the ost oi production
some four years ago, Albu- larger scale. Four hundred acres do
and the
has had a tendency to make everyone ernment
adoption
stateof the Hamilton Joint
take pre- planted this year produced $150, gross.
profit
of growing silkworms In Texas.
feel more than ever that the valley querque's Inbuilding will work,
Novemover per acre, and there is practically no hood law when submitted to us
construction
cedence.
He thinks that the same results could
is the place for them.
a large numbr of other cities which competition while the crop is on the ber next."
be had lure. The estimate is made
had from 12o to 150
appropriations for like build- market, as this section b crop of can
on worms supported by one aero of
from Kansas recently who secured
mulberry trees. The results: First
have settled in and around Estancia, ings at the recent term of congres, telouues conies in between the Im
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
site perial and the Rocky Ford shipments
year, expense $S5.40, no profits. SecMoriarity and Mcintosh, and thirty-fiv- by virtue of the Albuquerque
government
In
having
the
been vested
ond year, exper.se $31.Eo; net profit,
and as a result good prices are
homeseekers from Wichita, Kas.,
earlier date than many of the
Third year, spring expense
At 4 o'clock all passenger trains $sr,.r,n.
and that nelghbornood, will arrive on at an cities,
$576; net profit $121t. Summer of third
and as the civil service
Satisfactory progress is being made were reKrted on time.
Wednesday of next week to settle in other
commission Is even now preparing to on the lonto dam, and work is now
net profit $43.
the valley."
Constable Jim Smith and Joshua year, expense $170,
The worms aro fed on the leaves
Speaking of the outlook for sheep hold civil service f xaniinations for the being begun on the diversion or dis Zanotie returned today from a two
purpose
ct securing
tracers and tributing dam at the Granite Reef, at
of the mulberry trees.
shipments this season, Mr. Grimshaw
for the draughting force, the head ot the big canal that carries days' trip to Harsch's Coyote ranch.
Mr. Hasegawa says that a grove
stated that he placed tTio estimate of draughtsmen
S.
U. woud seem that, the reorganization
Mrs.
have
Dr.
G.
McLandress
and
not rpach Its prime until it is five
valley.
canal
a0P8
to
This
water
the
the
sheep
they
handle
would
number of
spoken of by Supervising is thirty miles long, and will supply returned to the city from an outing years old.
this fall at 100,000, which he consid of this force
PecoB.
on
the Rio
Architect Taylor would be accomplish- all the ditches on the north slue.
ered a very conservative estimate.
REAPING BENEFIT.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fisher, Mrs. NelWith an nssured water supply the
"The season win open earlier this ed at an early date, which means that
year, too, than in former years, we work on Albuquerque's public build- valley will rapidly develop many new lie Deal and daughter and Miss Rosa
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S. H. Grimshaw,
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industries. Strawberries will be grown Harsch left today for Estancia, by the From the
People.
and shipped in car load lots, as will overland route, expecting to be absent
tant future.
many kinds of fruits and olives. New about a week.
We are fortunate Indeed to be able
railroads are being built through tne
Cards are out announcing the semi- to profit by the experience of our
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WILL CAMP AT THE
annual meeting of the Cattle and neighbors. The public utterances of
the perishable products, and these Horso Protective Association of Cen- Albuquerque residents on the followEspecially, If she tells you to order
SAME OLD PLACE roads are encouraging the growers to tral New .Mexico, which will take ing subject will Interest and benefit
sack of
raise melons and fruits by guaran place at Magdalena on August 14. thousands of our readers. Read this
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teeing reasonable rates.
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city last evening on No.'l, from Santa
shortly beforo Doan's Kidare visiting in Missouri, and they will occurred
Fe, where he spent
yesterday. He
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liradberry, a prominent farm land
knew the cause of my trouble arose
owner of Topeka, Kas., and W. S,
Sheriff Perfecto Armip went to from Imperfect action of the kidneys
Grimshaw, assistant to the president
Santa Fe tns morning for the purpose because of the behavior of the kidney
and general manager of the Santa Fe
of following up a clue, which, the secretions and their condition fully
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.
Central.
sheriff thinks, may lead up to the proved It, bnt what to do to check
Mr. Smudge and Mr. Bradberry were
detection of the murderer-- of Mirabel, the trouble was a mystery. Doan's
Christian Science services are held the man killed In Old Albuquerque a Kidney Pills effectively stopped the
MANY NEW MEXICANS
joined by their wives here this morn
ing, who came in from California, and every Sunday morning at 11 o'clock in few weeks ago. The woman alleged dlefflulty. If every one in Albuquer
ATTEND CEREMONIALS the party, with the exception of Mr. the Woman's club rooms of the Com- to nave been the cause of the fight, que receives the great benefit I did
Grimshaw, who will remain here the mercial club building, corner West which resulted in the death of Mira from that remedy, kidney complaint
Gold avenue and South Fourth street. bel, Is now living In Santa Fe, where backache and trouble with the kidney
AT SANTO DOMINGO
DR. WAT- day prior to returning to Santa Fe,
And Careful Dispensing, go to
proceeded in Mr. Mudge's private car
tragedy.
secretions will cease to exist In this
St. Paul's Luthern church, located she went shortly after the
SON THOUGHT EVERYBODY
to GlTieta, from which place they will corner
government
vicinity."
a
Marble,
R.
A.
has
avewho
Silver
The Busy Little Drog Store
Sixth street and
IN NEW MEXICO SPOKE
depart overland for a point near nue, Ernest
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Sunday contract to survey land lying Wi the
Moser, pastor.
Windsor, on the Fecos, where Mr. school at U: 30 a. m.; German morning Estancia valley, is spending a few cents Foster-Mllbur- n
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Co., Buffalo, N.
at J 17 West Railroad Avenue
Mudge has gone Into summer camp, anMr. Y.. sole agents for the United States
11 a. m.; English service days in the city buying supplies.
service
at
nually for the past sixteen years.
Remember the name Doan's and
and sermon at 9 p. m., subject "God's Marble says that the valley is looking
C3
Mr. .Mudge denied that he might Angels Alee-tinUs On the Way." Ev- fine, lots of rain having fallen there take no other.
Quite a number of Albuquerqueans
Mr. Ripley as president of the erybody cordially invited.
recently, putting crops in good turlfty
left this morning ior the Santo Do- succeed
that the Rock Is
The Optic says: Fireman Mm. Capp
condition and bolstering up the spir
mingo pueblo to attend the Green Santa Fe system, or "taking
over" the
Highland Methodist church, located its of the ranchers, which were de- has come up from the Glorlet mounCorn dance of the Indians, their cere land was figuring onroad. "Nothing
in at 312 South Arno street, J. M. Sol lie, pressed some during June by the dry tains to take a position on the main
Santa Fe Ctntral
monial harvest days feaet.
pastor. Sunday school at I): 45; J. 1). weather whlca prevailed at that time. line, moving his family here from Both Telephone.
117 West Railroad Avenuck
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of others came down on the train last
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First
the famous White Lily. There's
evening, stopping at the pueblo, which DIRECTORS HELD MEETING YES- league at 7 p. m., led by Miss Margaret ust 21, have been received In this
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Baptist and Congregational services
FIRST YEAR.
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Morning service at 11 o'clock, topic
feel! Yet, 6 cents buys one, $2.00 a
number for the bookmakers.
company, of sermon. "The Religion of the gratulations ln advatuc.
Dr. Watson, who is a very prom- Occidental Life Insurance
any color or strength you
. hox of 60
inent physician in New York, telling held yesterday afternoon, the follow- Cross", Kev. Josiah Heald. Sunday
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CLARIFY
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be wa convinced that everybody here
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topic of sermon, "The Lost Christ,"
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Wedding March
the Cattle Sanitary board for the buck and wing dancing. Tonight a
beloved,"
"Anil this path, dearly
niou'h of June, which has been delay- beautiful cake basket will be presented Herbert Howison. organist, Rosa Fu- said the minister, "is straight and nared, owing to the luiiuro of ins; ectors to the most M)puTar lady present.
tielle Gideon, pianiste.
row."
to make ttieir reports, contains, among
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Auto., 819; Colo, Red 148.
Everybody should enjoy the latest and heals the wound. All druggists I an 'a Ointment. Your dmgift sells
it.
popular fad, skating. .Elks' ball room. sell it.

having already received an order for
the transporting of thirty cars of
sheep the 12th of this month from
Torrance. They are destined for the
Missouri River Feed and Transit company, at Creede, Colo. Taking the
early movement and advices we have
received concerning the sheep shipments, ns a criterion, I feel safe In
saying that the sheep business over
our lines t n is season will easily
amount to 160,t00."
"
Last year the Santa Fe Central
handled about 90,oOj sheep, and If Mr,
Grimshaw's figures are correct, It will
denote a great Increase in the sheep
interests as well as a substantial in
crease cf business lor the road with
which he is connected.
Mr. Grimsliaw spent the day here
looking after business matters, and
will leave this evening for his head
quarters at Santa Fe.

ing, as stated a few days ago in These
columns, will be begun In the not dis-
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The woman wear for motorln?. It. 'Is a veil, a hood,
New V.Tk. August
a SParf- s
I'loase. which may
who wishes always to he dressed
from one to the other by
nJl changed
the best of taste and to be up to date;the
niaulplllat,on of a few 001,,s. Tne
In every way gives a good deal of time wl.Knt U very lntle. yet It gives all
to all those llMle things that go toward the warmth needed.
Any woman with a little patience
the tout ensemble of the well dressed:
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How to Have
Beautiful Hair
Shampoo with a pure white
soap and hot water in which a
tablespoonful of

Borax is dissolved, rub vigorously, and rinse the hair thoroughly with a spray of clear,
cold water. Dry carefully with
hot towels (see cuts).
This treatment will cleanse
the scalp, prevent dandruff,
allay any itching or irritation,
heal scalp soreness and make
the hair soft, fluffy and beautiful'

Use only

20-Mule-Te- am

BORAX

cluuc and purify ih pores, rive lh tlua a while, clear, velvety appearance, eoften an4
liuui,aui act ailugcllicr the part ui Ux muat eipeoaiva alua aoapt at a iractioa of their cort.

It will also
rhUEB Ui

and cuffs that are now so fashionable
expensive if bought In tne
but
shops. The only stiehes that are need
ed are fagoting and a simple little,
stitch that looks like beading, but most
of the work looks like over and over
sewing. In one collar little smiarrs
nro mi refill v hatiimtwl ftinn tiauarl tn
a collar pattern, and around each
square Is sewn luce Insertion
and
brought down In fr.nt to form a tab,
on the top is run a frill of Valenciennes lace, which also goes around the
tab in front. After getting everything
In place on the collar patern of paper
which should be the exact fit. sew
the pieces together as you would In
doing point lace. Others ugain are
made with a shaped piece of white
linen (or c lorei? linen may be used)
around whlcn Is a simple point lace
pattern and finished with the point
lace sti.cnes. Again the centers of
some of these collars are beautifully
embroidered In blind embroidery before being finished with the lace and
stitches.
Corset covers to wear under mflslln
or lingerie gowns are now made with
an immense amount of work upon
tiiem. One of these liitle garments has
a fitted back underarm gores whlcu
gives it an exact fit, but the front Is
full. Tne front Is covered with Inserts
and motifs of Valenciennes lace, while
Many
about the neCK Is a frill of
of the new corset covers are made
with a fitted girdle which helps to give
the lrlncess skirt its nice adjustment.
A numoer of pretty waists are made
with fu.i rutfies edged with lace across
the bust, which is particularly suited
to the full waist fastened In the bank.
Blind embroidery is used a great deal
upn ail underwaists which are fitted
lose to the figure without any fulness
evt n at. the neck, in this way the
pattern is the better shown up. A
pretty corset cover, with a seam under
earn arm, was scalloped around the
quare neck, armholes and down the
front, and embroidered in a pattern of
lover leaves and eyelet work, and
buttonholes for an
ribbon to
run through. A wnoie suit was em- roidered in this manner and run with
ibbons.
Handkerchiefs have come under tne
way of the lace rage and they are
most beautifully decorated with fruls.
lnsertionse, corner motifs, inserts and
tiny medallions. One 01 the summer
pastimes for the summer iorcxT"w:ll be
the making of these beautiful, airy
creations which cost small fortunes In
the shops. But, so many patterns are
now said for their making, that every
woman may have a lew of them. There
should be a half a dozen with hemstitched borders and the monogram
worked into one corner, others may
have a narrow point lace pattern wor- d around the border, and still others
may have litle motifs set in the
e

September

A suggestion of autumn comes with
a Paris mouei for a coat. It is ex
tremely handsome and made or deep
French blue lainage, wltn small piaius
of plain green upon it. This latter
color, in a grayish tone, forms the outlining pieces. The short sleeves are
supplemented by deep frills of heavy
ace dyed to the green shade.
The c.:at Is close fitting In the back
and open In the front, permitting the
under frock to be seen. It Is long,
s
length of the
reaching
figure, and Is fastened with a large
green bronze clasp.
Dashingly trimmed is the hat to be
worn with this coat. The velvet upon
It has a touch of late summer. The
hat Is a 'handsome Tuscan straw, wltn
a flaring rim.

9c

In stamps,

tf

FROCK FOR LITTLE MAID

j

Comrades, Attention I
Right

March
To the SANTA FE Depot and get one

HALF MORNING LINGERIE

Face-Forwar-

d

of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.

Rate- $33.25 for the round trip.
Tickets on sale
Aug. 10 and 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be
extended until Sept. 30, hy depositing ticket with Joint
agent at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A fee of 50 cents
will be charged for this extension. For full particulars ask The Man at ticket window.

T. M. PURDY, Agent

DENVER
&

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM

k

"Sceoic Line of the World"
frr.t

a
is of

lingerie dress for the maid or
matron who is wearing second mourning. Is of black linen. The foundation
of the gown is of light weight, of Irish
weave, while the trimming Is heavier
linen, richly embroidered.
A Spanish flounce Is set uion the
skirt at the knees, i his Is tucked and
has a land of Insertion about It. The
embroidered underarm pieces and the
short vest i3 met hy a full double
tlounce, forming a looming nerthe.
The sleeves and this berthe are of the
simple linen. The embroidery appears
again in the yoke.
noseues or iiacK niiiion form a
trimming on the bod.ee, the ends be
ing looped ono to another.
Rough blac-- straw Is used for this
mourning hut. Its sombre air Is re
lieved by huge choux .f white mallne
The long aigrette which crosses the
crown Is of uiack and white.
A

fnr a llttln nialil of

!1

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Col-

years

orado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Tim aa quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.

sheer bastiste, the colors being

ecru and pale blue.
The tiny blouse and short skirt has
gored Insert panels. These are of the
embroidered batiste, l lie yoke is also
of this fabric.
The cunning eiaulettes, which hold
the broad round collar In ixisitlon. are
of delicate blue batiste. The same Is
trim nf lha ones nun tha waist. 1 he
sash, the eluow bands, and the ro
settes are made of pale blue velvet

DINING
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.

11

The same cool colors are reproIt is
duced in the lingerie hat.
also of tne batiste. The Bopping brim
Is formed by an embroidered tlounce.
A smaller frol it the same makes
the crown. About this and looped Into
an Immense Uw at lue left side Is the
delicate velvet ribbon of Dine.

t

so well as this, and on it are used all
the different kinds of embroidery, such
as blind, Danish cut work, and the
new filled-worBut, batiste nas been
found to adapt nseu to the liking for
,
and designs made for the
new waists with open neck as well
as the surplice waists have created a
demand for fancy yokes, tuckers ami
ICmbroidered lined and heavy lace chemisettes, while the short sleeves
alternate wiih each other to form a nave made the gaunlet and cuff a
Minuiiag fichu cape. It is intended for necessity. Chemisettes are ;.'tten made
war wi'h linen gowns, in lieu of the of tucked lawn, linen or batiste In
combination wi'.h rows of lace inser"!'"t liberie Jacket.
ItUh crochet, lace finished the fichu, tion. A tucked chiffon la also liked
while the lini n is rica with hand work. w here tne ilrss is of Bilk. Tuckers are
The shou (ier trimming is unusual. The made of embroidered batiste, handker-enieeftect houfcin Is that of four Mat circles
liiieii. baby Irish lace, and also
laid one upon the ither. In these the by the pat u rns made from Valencienlace and embroidery vie with each nes and
embroidery. In making these chemisettes ne sure to have
i' h' r for prominence.
I he .stole
end ale outlined wi ll a t'.iein Ion,; enough all mind so they
tine I. ntd. TliU also appears on lb can be pinned down securely and kept
in place, us those that are always
:iou,der p'.eci-sWith this cape !s worn cuffs of bulging up are au eyesore to every one
the same material. 1 hey are made, who cares tor t.dlness.
I
on thtf saiiu- Je.iju as the fichu.
CA'lllfclUSE MANN TAYZANT.
j

inset-work-

-

Rates
on all Railroads
Reduced

three-quarter-

i

Had

Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

H

the collars and cuffs are usually made

I

Baby Show.

Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trades Display.

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
bat nothing like this

with section of small designs sewn to

STUNNING CAPE

Maneuvers by United States Troops,

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plus, Cut To
bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, 91,000.00.
2:Q9 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Race.
Race.
Ladies' Half-Mll- e

.

dealen. Fite sample and illustrated booklet for dealer's name
,
111.
Chkag-oAddfcM l'uiw Cv4l liuru Co

7th to 22nd, 1906.

$10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

r

AH

1

Anotner bit of fancy work that can
be put to good use is the Irish crochet
lace which is really done with the old
fashioned crochet stitches but with
linen thread of that creamy tint that
looks so much nke tae real Irish lace
threads.
Collars are maue In this
work and if you have a friend who
learned this in her girlhood days, I am
sure she will lie able to show you some
old patterns or Invent some new ones

the pattern, and sometimes fastened
on together with coarse
point lace
stitches, while others are crotcheted
together. F-- r underwear, linen dresses and aprons the crotchet-worlace
makes one. of the prettiest and dainti
est trimmings; but it neds to oe done
In very fine thread and of linen to
make the best effect. A lace done in
silk would be a handsome finish to the
China, silk corset covers now worn un
tier the lawn, batiste and organdy
waists
There Is not very much change In
the new blouses". Sleeves still con
tinue puffed to the enows. or a llttie
below and are worn without or with
the deep gaunlet cuff. Nearly every
waist except those of the tailored
style are fastened down the back; this
is to leave the front free forthe beau
tiful embroidery designs and elaborate
trimmings that are used upon them
All the Bheer materials are most used
and next to them the silks. Handker
chief linen' leads for it has been fmnd
that no material shows up the paCTern

A

A LBUQUERQUE

l

Inch-wid-

ORIA

Hit

and dainty fingers and a pattern can
'the uelts, i.ie gioves, the parasols, easily
make the new lingerie collars
lingerie.

the handkerchief, and the
Quite the newest thing ior the deeo- ration of the summer parasol is to
have one pane embroidered with the
monogram in white floss to match tne
embroidery on the linen dress, A prett'
example of this sort was made of
cornflowers in the midst of which was
the monogram; but It would be well to
have the tuwers of that color used In
the dress or dress accessories. There
Is no end to the work that has been
lavished upon the handles of these
affairs; one was a leautifully
carved stick of ivory, another was
topped with a bird's head having Jeweled eyes, another had a peacock's head
and tail feather carved out on the flat
handle and afterwards enamelled in
the true colors. The girl with t tie fad
has not been f rgotten for there Is the
golf stick handle and many others of a
The tops are simply
like nature.
tilings of beauty and all sorts of artistic work Is used uon them. As
long as they are kept In harmony with
the costume with whien they are to
be worn, you are not likely to go
wrong in their
Steel is the salient feature of the
very newest belts; and both those' of
leather and of silk are finished wltQ
steel beads and pailettes and at the
back Is a deep bucKle that holds the
belt to its lull deiKn, while the front
buckle is much smaller and botrl that
at the back and the front are rounded
so as
fit the figure. There Is a new
The princesse, as a bathing suit, model to
called the Paquln, which is very
strikes
popular feminine fancy. wide and of soft leather which adjusts
There is no awkward pelt, no but- iUelf to the figure perfectly. This belt
ton and buttonhoies, at the waist litia Is usually dyed to match the costume
J&nd there is no danger of the pettibut the unfortunate part of the arcoat slipping out of place.
rangement is tiiat it must be made to
On these new lines a stunning swim- order to be quite correct and all things
ming suit Is made. It is of mohair, made to order are exelremely expen
, the foundation
color being cream sive as nothing but hand work U used
white, with double cross bar lines of upon them. Buckles like the handles
reseda green. The plain cream Is of the parasols are works of art; and
used as trimming. The panels, the no carving, metal work, enamelling or
collar, and the revers are made of wnatever form of decorative work vo-may mention is too good for them. The
this.
white linen belts are best liked lor
The sleeves are short puffed
touched with the plain white, wear with the linen dresses or shirtwaists from the fine lingerie to the
and the throat Is free and open, the tailored
In the case of the
blouse.
collar being low in front.
colored gown a stitched shaped belt Is
A silken 'handkerchief of the resada cften worn
but a preference Is sho-vgreen, tied about the hair In a coquet- for the beautiful
silk ribbons that are
tish bow, completes this attractive sea so cheap Just now
if you watch the
beach, costume.
counters for sales. All these oelts.
from the plainest linen to the finest
silks may be made as beautiful as you
FANCY DRESS HAT
please, or according to your cleverness
wltn ue needle.
In shoes, pumps are more worn than
ever and both these and the slippers
mac come in white duck and linen are
embroidered in many designs dme in
white floss and finished with a chic
linen bow. Of course, it goes without
saying by this time, that the white
dress requires white shoes and stockings. The latter are growing more
every iay, embroidery, lace insets, ribbon work and fancy weaving
are all used eltner separately or together. This elaboration does not apply top white stockings alone, those In
other colors are treated In the same
manner and one of the fads of the day-Ito embroider your own stockings.
caused, no doubt, by the nigh price of
those in the shops. For the woman
whose foa.t will not allow of the wear
ing a wnue snoe mere 1s tne new
black pump or Oxtoru tie whteh also
come In tan but are cut on a'new and
lower model. The Cuban heal is the
favorite tor the street, but is fully
Yellow and wh.te are the colors of a halt tlich nigher tuan formerly, of
a smart hat for dress wear. The nar course, for the house the French heel
rw brimmed, low crowned hat is fasli Is liked. The Cuban tie Is a general
ioned from Porto Rican cone. These favorite with the modish woman.
cone points are flattened into effective
Little change is seen In gloves as yet
shape and rive the hat a pretty air. the great dlsirability being coolness as
The straw is of corn yellow.
seen in the new open-wor- k
backs and
Large white daisies, with charming silk palms that nave been worn all
yellow eyes, are placed In conventional the season. Kids are worn only on the
stiffness about the crown. Two long os- most formal occasions just now. For
trich feathers are cn the left side of traveling the Biarritz fs much liked
the hat, and droop across the back. which has a loose full wrist and no
These ere white, suading to a deep buttons.
The Bijou hicod Is the newest head
rich yellow.
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THE PRINCESS

SATURDAY,

On all

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated advertising matter
or information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. f., Santa Fe, New Mex.

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window ecreens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
7
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a Hoor. for 7 cents a sauare foot. A
that
or
screen door.
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
will outlast any door shipped in here
from the cast, togetner wnn inm- Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parta
mtne8. for f 1.25.
of the World.
We make the regular shop made
Connections at Torrance, N M , with the El Paso & Ioutbwe'rn,
screen doors that have always cost
and Chicago, Rock Island ft PaeiBc Railways. At Kennedy and sat
heretofore. $2.00 to $2.25. for $150.
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At franta
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
Fo with the Denver & Rio drande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freigtii.
PLANING MILL CO.
o
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft PaclSo rail2S.
July
196
M..
Ft. navard. N.
way, via Torrance, N. M.
for
triplicate
Sealed nrooosals in
Your business respectfully solicited.
constructing approximately 28,0u0 feet
W. H. ANDREWS.
. B. ORIMSHAW.
sidegutters
and
of brick or concrete
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. algr. c
walks at this point will be received
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Tress.
until 11 a. m., Aug. 27, 1906, and then
opened. Information furnished on ap
J. P. LYNQ,
A. b. ORIM8HAW,
plication. U. S. reserves right to acCity Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt, and Pass. Aft.
cept or reject any or all proposals or
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES
any part thereof. Envelopes contain
ing proposals should be endorsed
gutters
'Proposals for constructing
and sidewalks." and addressed to
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EYENIN6
CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS
Capt. S. P. Vestal, Qmr.

Santa

Fe Centra! Railway System

IO0(

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

DAY, AUGUST 4, 1906.

CITIZEN.
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fires and deltcatrg to the constitution-

NECESSITY

HOUSEHOLD

A

al convention, should the vote on Joint
8tRtehoO(l B!S.

The Comanche Mining & Milling
company Is put ting" tnldes and other
machinery in place in he large new
concentrator Just below this city. The
plnn Is to have It In operation in about
sixty days. By this time tlie company
will have Its smelter and everything
in god running order and be enabled
to handle all the ores that it will be
IMisslble for .iiem to s"hlp from the
various mines In the surrounding section. Tne company has for the past
few months been storing large quantities of all kinds of ores in their bins
at the smelter.

During the summer months la
a good refrigerator, one that
really preserves things, and
does not require much Ice,
either. All these, and ot'ner essentials, are found In the

mm w

DRY AIR

BALDWIN

REFRIGERATORS.
Caii and let us show you Its
advantages.

J. D. EMMONS
Both 'phones.

the

ORD DEMERIT

law and has so Informed the railroads by letter. Anotner important
ture Is the provision relating to the

proper tratement of cattle during the
time of unloading and reloading. The
unloading tor rest and teed must be
under sanitary conditions, in covered
pens of ample capacity, free of mud
and filth, and cattle must be provided
with proper provender and clean bed- ding.

SYSTEM

According to the announcement of
K. Sliles, general passenger agent
of the El Paso & Southwestern, at El
Paso, the Golden State limited, oper
ated over the Rock Island, the South
western and the Southern Pacific, will
this fall be made by far the finest
transcontinental
train in operation
New equipment for the train Is now
being secured, showing a number
of
Important Improvements and innova
tlons. Mr. Stiles denies a recent re
port that the Southwestern Is to operate a train of its own to California
over the Southern Pacific tracKS.
.

On the first of August a new sys-

tem of discipline was inaugurated on
the El Paso & Southwestern system,
and in the future all employes will be
demerlted by recorded suspensions
and demerit marks, instead of by actual suspensions. Principal stress will
be laid in the maiter of demerits in
cases of intemperance, but demerits
will also be included for disloyalty,
dishonesty, neglect cf duty and insubordination on duay.
This system is In vogue on all the
principal roads of the country and is
said to be by far more effective in
maintaining discipline in the service
than by the old methods of actual
suspensions and reprimands.
Bulletins, of suspension and demerits
and credits will be posted by the superintendents of both divisions of the
system not oftener than every two
weeks, and will contain a full list of
all credits and their causes along with
the record of demerits and suspensions. A record will oe kept of these
suspensions and demerits and a total
of a certain number wia lead to discharge and a recorded total of a certain number of credits will place the
recipent in direct line ot promotion.
No suspensions will be made for
nwre than sixty days or for less than
ten days. By the system as it will be
in vogue, credits will cancel reprimands and demerits as follows:
(a) A reprimand will be cancelled
by a perfect record for a period If
three months.
(b) A suspension of ten lays will
be cancelled on the total record liook
by a perfect record for a perod of eix
months.
(c) A susp"u8ion of more than ten
days and not more tnan twenty days
will be cancelled by a perfect record
for a period, of nine months.
(d) A suspension for more than
twenty days and not more than thirty
days will lie cancelled by a perfect
record for a period of one year.
A suspension of more than thirty
days and net exceeding sixty days
will be cancelled by a 'perfect record
for a period of one year and six
months.
By this method an employe will be
always made to strive for a perfect
record and when he nas by some
chance accumlated a record of dements can wine them clean by a cer
tain period of good conduct.

Lewis Myers, the Las Vegas
chinist, who was arrested by Captain
Fred Fornoff on a United States warrant, and
by Sheriff Cleofes
Romero on a territorial warrant after furnishing bond in the first case,
will be given a preliminary hearing
on next Monday morning before Justice of the Peace Felipe Baca y Garcia, at Las Vegas. Myers is now Incarcerated in the county jail at Las
Vegas, having been taken there after
his release on bail from the territorial
penitentiary, where he had been placed
f:-safe keeping.

letter to the people of
Kansas, made through the columns of
the Kansas City Star last Wednesday,
President Ripley of the Santa Fe gives

Railway Conventions In 1906.
National Railroad Mas
August Z
ter Blacksmiths' association at Chicago. 111.
August 28 Traveling Engineers' as
sociation at Chicago, 111.
Septemlier 14 Master Car and Ixoo
motive Painters' association at Wash
ington. D. C.
Septembr IS Association of Maintenance of Way .Vaster Painters at
New York.
October 15 American Street and
Railway association at Columbus, O.
October lb American Association o
General Passenger and Ticket Agents
at Atlantic City, N. J.
October lti Association of Railway
Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings at Boston, Mass.
October" 17
Association
of Railway Surgeons at Chicago, iTl.

LAS

tils reasons why he Is not in Tavor of

fares on the lines of lue Santa
Fe. He points out the obvious fact
of the sparsely settled country through
which the lines run, and brings ofher
Fapta t hlc af.l
chnai that If
Is on the
ue unproniauie anu unreasonable
to road and will be distributed among the
make such a reduction.
friends of the movement. The cam
is now on in earnest and there
Conductor Tingley has returned paign
no doubt out what Las Cruces wnl
from Moncton, New Bruswlck, where is
go practically unanimous for jointure.
he was called a few weeks ag. by the
reported serious illness of his father.
The
of The World
He was accompanied by Mrs. Tingley. of troubles End
that robbed E. H. Wolfe,
They left the elder Mr. Tingley in a or near Grove,
la., of an usefulness
much improved condition.
came when he began taking Electric
He writes: "Two years ago
A. R. Ogle, chief engineer for the Bitters.
kidney trouble caused me great suff
Rio Grande Land, Water and Develop ering,
which I would never have sur
ment Company, Is enjoying a visit
had I not taken Electric Bit
from his brother, C. B. Ogle, who trav- vived
ters. They also cured me of general
els out of Kansas City.
debility." Sure cure for all stomach.
Mrs. J. W. Records, wile of the liver and kidney complaints, blood disSanta Fe master mechanic at Raton, eases, headache, dizziness and weak
h at Santa Fe. viKitine- frlnrls
Mr ness or bodily decline. Price 50c. Guar- and Mrs. Records formerly resided anteed by all druggists
here and at Estancia.

... ...

j

Mrs. H. S. Lutz and two sons came

BATCH

OF

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part failing bj
means ot defective

material or

workman-

Albuquerque Carriage Co

Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Room No. 1, N. T. Arm! jo Building.

17, 1906.

Notice Is hereby given

that the

Cars; fhaftlBg,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa Fronts tot
Buildings.
Hopolra on Mining ond Mill Machinery m Bpoelolty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albnaa.ere.ie, H. BL

No.

ma-ssag-

fol

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
SCREEN DOORS

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

KILLthe
and

couch

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
Mow Discovory
WITH

1

0NSUMPTI0N

for C!OUGHSand

THE SHORT LINE

COLORADO

I' t

' Price
BOclJI.OO

'Ffy,

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THBOAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

J.

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

WEDDING.
AND THE NORTHWEST.

ONE NiGHl
To

CHICAGO,

MINNEAPOLIS,

ST. PAUL,

FORT

DODGE,

WATERLOO, DUBUQUE,
FREEFORT,

GALENA,

ROCKFORD.

CAKE3

A

U

8 AT ONCE.

WE FILL

SPECIALTY.

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

We deBire patronage and we guar
antee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque,

j j j

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

STREET

ooooooooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxm

Thos. F. Keleher
OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Caen paid lot Hides and
Pelts.
AVENUE.
408 WEST RAILROAD

SCREEN TIME

PAINTS,

Is
-

here. Door and Window
ecreene made to order.
MILL

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

axxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxya

W. E, MAUGER

THIRD
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Memphis, Vicksburg,
Kvansvllle, Ind.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jackwith Mauger & Avery, Boston
sonville, Fla., and ell other points in All Kinds of Freeh and Salt Meats.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- EStesm Sausage Factory.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
the south and southeast.
Office, 115 North First St
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
EMIL KLEINWORT.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Ticket Office, 805 Seventeenth St.,
Telephone.
174.
Automatlo
Street.
Building,
North Third
Masonic
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
&
JAMES CULTON,
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATK,
Commercial Agt
LOANS.
THE CELEBRATED
Automatlo phone 451.
General Repair Shop.
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Building.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
TOTI o OR API
line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store. Bout Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Third street.
Fine Line ot Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders tor
this line with us.
J
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Bottled in Bon').
W.
Sons
Strong's
0.
Is a solid Standard Pullman Electric Lighted train with Indies'
Maid, Stenographer, Barber, Bath, and Valet Service, ST. LOUIS to
STRONG BLOCK.
NEW YORK, leaving ST. LOUIS at 1 p. m., and runs every day in
the year via the BIG FOUR ROUTE.
Secretary Mutual Building
Distillers.
The "ONLY TRAIN" from the SOUTHWEST that enters the
tlon. Office at 217 West Raima
City of New York without transfer.
FRANKFORT, KY.
avenue.
Other trains leave St. Louis g:n a. m., 12 m., and 11:25 p. m.
If you are going "EAST" write
M. DRAGOIE
MELINI & EAKIN
Superintendents
aad
Falrrlew
I
Dealer In
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Sole Agents.

Meat Market

WOOL

B. A. SLEYSTER

RANKIN

L. H. SHOEMAKER

CO.

ITEMS

The "Knickerbocker Special"

FROM SILVER CITY
Special Correspondence.
Silver City, N. M., August 2. John
M. Wiley, the newly appointed postmaster of Suver City, received his
commission and entered upon his new
duties August 1.
The railroad to PInos Altos has been
completed through to their big mining
properties there and they will in the
near future put on a regular passenger
train to and from the camp each day.
J ne
democrats of Grant countv will
hold their county convention Tn Silver
on the Tli of September for the
nomination of a tieKet for county of-

I

A. E. WALKER,

fire
insurance.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

j

UNDERTAKERS

J.

M. STONE,

Traveling PasitnQtr AQtnt, Dallas, Taxas,

who will give you

the

low summer

tourist rates

now in effect.

Albuquerque, N. M,

MONUMENTS

Automatic Phone, 199.
201-21-

N. Second SL, Both Phones.

1

-

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, IM
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner ot Wi
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.

TO MEET HERE.

Coming

Then'

will be a large gathering of
feanta he ottuials in Aiuuquerque be
tween tonignt and Monday Some wi.i
come irom tne east and some will
come from the wist. The coast lines
will be represented and the main line

.

officials are expected from president
Ripley down. The gathering will be
ne of general consultation, and some
future policy affecting the entire Santa
Fe system may result. Every dFpart
ment will be represented. Vice Presldent Kendrick and Superintendent of
Motive Power Alfred I.ovell will rep
resent tae motive power department
The maintenance department will ne
represented by the general managers
from bo'h directions, J. E. mirley from
the east and A. (J. Wells from the
west, anil the store and purchasing
by
departiiK nts will be represented
General Purchasing Agent Hodges and
M. Rice.
General Storekeeper
CATTLE SHIPMENT LAW
WILL BE ENFORCED
Secretary v.ilson. of the department
of agriculture, lias s t August 7 as the
date on which he will begin' a rigid
enforcement of the ai providing for
an extension f the time for unloading
and feeding cattle in transit from
twenty-eigh- t
hours.
to ,.ny-.-iAll the provisions with regard to the
old twenty-eigh- t
hour law remain in
force except that the time for unloading, feeding and watering bt'k is ex
nours. The cardi
tended to ttiitrv-slual point is the provision tTTTt cattle
cannot ie carried bv tne roads bey nd
tweuty-eigfil
'hours unless liy the wrn- ten consent ot tne owners.
The secretary intends (o assess the
maximum ptualty for each violation of

W

The Ftittire Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen
Belen

i3 81 miles

ot The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
od

Ot l.seo buslneis sod resid?n.e lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with
80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; inblls school hoase. eoet-laIH.ftOO; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 16 barrels dally; large winery; three hetels,
rwuu-ajrta- ,
ahioplng point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as grat commercial rallr
etc. Belen Is tbe
city In the near future cannot he estimate.
70-fo-

g

larr:

' ' .

.Tit
a

'.

IL F8T LIMITED
loim

lac

CXPHESS,

MAIL ANt FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

FE ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THf

cfered are a the center of the eltr, well graded, (many of them lmpro?ed by cultWatlon) ; no aand or gravel. We need a
i
modern hotel.
it?r barnei thop, etc , etc. Also a

wood yard, drug

Int-rUs-

s

UQH TO BELEN, EAST AND

tsery,
PFECT;

JOHN BECKER,

WET.

NORTH

AND SOUTH.

tailor shop, shoe bosse Jeweler, plumbing shop,

ylaalrj

sallL

first-ela-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE
WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

x

Mrs,

L,I

immwiim

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

SIMON

Duluth

in

WRITE TO

PIONEER BAKERY

To

ni.Ttw:.if

"

Free Trial.

OLDS

FROM

St, Paul, Minneapolis,

Works

avenue. Is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
General Building SgppHea
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures end prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
Both Phonts
Third and MarquetU
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of these preparations are purely
vegetable compounds. Have J'ist ad
ded a vibrator machine for tre.tment
of scalp, face and cure of w; inkles.
We have received a car load of L Ightnlng presses and In order to sell
It Is also used for rheumati; r.i, pains them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
and massage
us and car load freight.

209

(Homestead Entry No. 62C3.)
Department of the In' irior. Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, pew Mexico, July

Machine

. MALL, Proprietor
IT.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber

her parlors.

Mrs. Bambini, ai
WeBt Railroad

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Auto. Phone 730

GENERAL OFFICIALS

Both East and West for
Discussion of General Policy
of the Road.

-

ship will be made good ,
without expense to the
owner, Irrespective of
time of service. This .
fully protects you as to quality. As to prices, you can't beat ours on the'
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped wlth
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing. Bp-Bolstering, trimming ana painting. King up, write or can.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

from Santa Fe, last night, and continued on to Berkeley, Cal., where
Mr. Lutz is now located as agent for
the Santa Fe road.
In

Guarantee

ixzt!M'3,

-

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

CRUCES

Special CorreHjxmdence.
Las truces, N. M., August 2. Mrs.
Dr. R. IJ. Hoiiingswonn and baby have
returned from Cai.fornln.
The young ladles of the town have
organized a social cuil and are now
holding regular meetings. Tney met
Monday night at the studio of Miss
Kellogg.
F. B. Schemerhorn,
general manager of the X.onarch Development
Power company, which is building a
big smelter and mill near Lake Valley, hae returned from his camp.
it is .learned that a big consignment

!

This Strong

CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Illinois Central R.R,

STATEHOOD CAMPAIGN
AT

-"-r--'ra

I

Very respectfully yours,
JOHN WANAMAKER.

(Signed)

o

ma-

In a pu:uic

DEMING

lowing named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
in support oi his claim, end that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk at Albuquerque, New ..lexico, on
September 6. 1906, viz.:
Felix Garcia y Salazar, of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, New Mexico, for the NE4 SEU, Section 10;
NW'i SWVi, Section 11, Township 10
north. Range 5 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous resideac? upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.A Mystery Solved.
Pilar Trujillo, Francisco Olguin, Da-ri"How to keep off periodic attacks of
Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca, all of
biliousness and habitual constipation Carpenter, New Mexico.
was a mystery that Dr. King's New
MANUEL R, OTERO,
IJfe Pills solved for me," writes John
Register.
N. Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind. The
only pills that are guaranteed to give
Our ROUGH DRY work dont have
perfect satisfaction to everybody or
be washed over. Imperial Laundry
money refunded. Only 25c at all drug- to
Co.
gists.

NEW EQUIPMENT
FOR FAST FLYER.

'

15,-46- 0,

Special Corrt spondenee.
Drilling. N. M.. August 2. Miss
Williams is visiting her brother,
Tom Williams, at his ranch this week.
L. G. Ward, who has been spending
the last two weeks in Mineral Wells,
Texas, nas returned home.
Mrs. A. T. Guntlur, daughter of Mrs.
Mary Hyatt, has been quite' ill with
typhoid fever, but is now improving.
Vict r Culberson, one of the owners
of tlie G. O. S. Cattle company, passed through here on his way home from
Colorado.
Miss Nellie Gurney Is spending a
fsw weeks at Clouderoft and will visit
Alamogordo and El Paso hefore returning home.
Misses Edna and Lilly Deckert have
returned from Douglas, .whore they
have been visiting ttielr sister, Mrs.
Tony Hoffman.
Robert i . Tnompson, who is operating gome valuable claims In the Burro
mountain passed tnrough here, going
home from a trip to Denver.
John Warren, foreman of the Diamond A rancn, waa in town and says
that while the grass Is good out where
he Is and the cattle are fat, still rain
Is needed, and iuat what has fallen
has fallen in spots.

The FURNITURE MAN

ADOPTS THE REC

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 22, 1002.
The Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of
the 8th instant, in reference to Policy No.
and will be glad to have your cheque for
the cash value as stated, amounting to Nineteen Thousand Three Hundred and Sity-nin- e
Dollars (J5 19,369) on the first proximo, and am
pleased with the result of your policy.

TOPICS OF INTEREST
FROM

Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

1

1

DEEDS.

Company
Improvement
The
Town
Belen
and
Prosidenty
WM.;M. BERGER,

Secretary

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

EVENING CITIZEN.

Thompson wlft be Joined by his family
at Raton.
Thev vxioct to return
to San Antonio about September 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gertie left on
the California limited this morning for
Angeles, i ney will be absent
from the city for about a month dur-- !
Attorney Modesto Ortiz Is In S:inta ing which time they will visit fit various beach res: rts between
Angeles
Fe today en law business.
and San Francisco.
Joshua S. Uaynolds. the hanker, was
R. P. tiall, of the Albuquerque
a passenger for l.as Veas this ni )i
Foundry and Machine Works, returned
last nignt from Santa Fe. While at
Mr. and Mrs. M. Nash have return the capital
iie sta'cd "that the
to
rela business f city foundry
ed to ine city from a visit
and machine
the
tives at lts Moines, la.
snop which he manages has been conE. Maharnni.'the West Railroad ave- stantly Increasing and has proved prof
nue tiierchant',icu last night for New liable from the very day of its esYork, on a purchasing trip.
tablishment,'
Dr. W. G. Hope Is erecting a subAt the next meeting of the city
Imilu-Instantial cement Mock business
council complaint will undoubtedly be
at 2U KaRt Railroad avenue.
made against certain people who take
Frank Owen, superintendent of the the sidewalks In tront of stores and
Santa Fe Electric J.Isht and Water at the corners to do some chalk advertising. It is not right, and those
w. rks,
registered at Surg-s- '
who take (be linerly to disfigure other
I. A. Dye and George A. Kaseman, people's property slioulld be made to
who were at Santa Ko yesterday on pay for their fun.
Ed Brown and J. C. Wlison. tw;
lumber business .have gone to
husky eonR of the road, wt re tiken
panola.
C. T. Brown, the Socorro mining In charge by the police lasl evening
man, is spending the day In the city, for peddling "phony" jewelry" and
having arrived from the. south tnis wire contraptions without a license.
A charge of disorderly conduct was
morning.
Owing to the large number of ald- also lodged against them, they having
in a Railermen out of the city there will prou-abl- tried to start a rough house was
givon
avenue sal;on. Each
be no meeting of tlie city council road
10 days.
until the latter part of August.
Bernard Baldwin, (he mining man
Mrs. F. Raymond Dyas, who has
been visiting her parents at Garden with tne Iron mask, left this morning
Mr. Baldwin s first stop
City, Kas., the past two weeks, will for the west.GalTiJp.
will be at
After spending a
re' urn to the city tonight on Xo. 1.
few days In the Carixm City, Mr. Baldmany
The
friends of Mrs. X. H. win will go to the
Canyon and
Frampton wT?l be glad to know that continue on a tour Grand
the Pacific
rf
she is rapidly recovering from a very coast. He nas tne distinction of being
severe attack of typhoid tever.
the only man living with a otoken
Attorney Felix Lester and family neck.
have returned to the city from an
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, the
outing spent on the Pecos, and also at I'niUd States attorney for New MexTesuque, near Santa, Fe.
ico, came In from the south this mornMrs.
H. Inglee, oi 1,004 North ing, and is here to confer w"H1f AssistSecond street, Is expected home to- ant Attorney Medler on some Importnight, having spent the past three ant legal cases which will come up at
months at her old home, Delphi, Ind. the approaching term of court. The
Hn. Frank A. Huhbeli. who has major says the Mesllla valley nas had
been at his ranch at I'ajarito, Hie past only a few showers of rain this sumweek, Is expected in the city Tate this mer, but needs several good downafternoon, and will spend the Sabbath pours. ne wii probably return south
tonight.
with his family.
Fifty pairs of the famous Wlnslow
Rev. C. R. Brookings of the Mount
steel skates were received
Olive Baptist church, left last nitfht
for El Paso, where he will be the today by the proprietors of the new
guest of relatives and friends for a skating ring, to be opened Monday
night In the EIks' ball room, and later
couple ef weeks.
be
Mrs. Chas. Hoiman, of Cahezon, is on an additional shipment will
,
spending a lew days in the city, called received. Messrs. McCay and
who will conduct the rink, have
ntre by the serious Illness r f her
s
.
Mrs. JS.
Frampton, of mnde all arrangements for an auspic-oiiopening. A fine orchestra has
East Grand avenue.
oeen secured, and skating and dancing
Mrs. carles E. Cramer and two both
will be indulged in by those atchildren, came In from U', Angeles tending
Monday.
A fancy skating exthis morning, Joining Mr. Cramer here. hibition will also be given.
In a few days they will go into camp
1). A. Macpherson, Roy S. HaddrlU
on the Umr Rio Pecos.
and Frank T. Strothtr all icf the
Mrs. Thomas Ford and s m,
Morning Journal, left this morning
leave tomorrow night f r a for the north, and tnere is a rumor
three months' visit at her old home current that each was armed w.ai
in Kansas City. She also intends
huge,
revolChicago before returning.
vers and small pieces of gas pipe.
Territorial Coal Oil Inspector
Their first stop, so stated, will be at
Romero returned to his iiome East Las Vegas, where the Optic is
at Las Vegas this morning, after
published, and which paper nas recentspent a coupie of days In tiie city' ly been jKiuring a broadside of truthful
hobnobbing with local politicians.
shots into the Morning Journal and
Captain R. M. Spivy, inspector of its method ci interfering wilh other
nouses rtne Harvey system, nas people's affairs. Mrs. Macpherson was
returned to tne west again, aiter a seen at the local depot and she- ac
vacation oi a couple of mouths si.ent companied the trio of bloodless fighters on their mission north".
It Is
touring the south, wltn his family.
Haddrill will leave me
Mrs. Myra oadler and sister, Miss earned
at Kansas City, and go up into
Harriett Kunz, with their guests, the party
Misses Emilia and Gertrude Arntzen, Michigan.
of Quincy, 111., will leave tonight for
Your white shoes can easily be
soutnern California, stopping en route
leaned
and made to look like new by
at
a
Canyon.
day
for
Grand
using Quick White or Blanco dress- M. O. Chadhourne, in charge of the ng, lbc and 25s per package.
C.
Traction company's lumber muis ex- May's Shoe store, 311 West Railroad
tension, stated today that barring un- - avenue.
forseen accidents the extension would
o
be finished and ready or the operation TONIGHT!
TONIGHTI TONIGHT!
of cars by next week.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
Mrs. F. L. McSpadden entertained ELEPHANT.
the iwys of her Sunday school class
Feel languid, weak.
at the Presbyterian church, last nignt,
Stomach "off?" Just a
by giving them a hay ride about the Headache?
Burdock
ciey, with refreshments at her home plain case of lazy liver.
Ulood Bitters tones liver and stom
3s a closing feature.
ach, promotes digestion, purifies the
A meeting of the committee of ar
rangements for the Montezuma, ball Is blood.
o
called at the office of J. H. O'Rielly, at
Opening of Skating Rink, Monday,
S o'clock, tonight.
As many important z:3Q p. m.
Fine orchestra.
matters are to be considered, it is
urgent that all members attend.
A NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.
Forty-seve- n
tickets wfre sold at the
local station tnis morning to people
Manager Davis,
going to San'o Domingo to attend the lor, 216Vi South of the Pennv Par
Second street, an
Green Corn dance mf the Santo Do nounces a change of program, new
mingo Indians, which began yesterday pictures and new songs every
Satur
and will continue untu Monday.
day morning. A whole show for a
M. E. Porter and P. A. Burtener, of penny.
the Millet studio, on. West Railroad
avenue, left this morning for the In
BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES
dian village of Sun Domingo, where
the corn dance Is in progress. They
Sealed bids will be received by the
will take some pictures, while In the
manager of the Territorial Fair at hi
village.
office, liootn 11, Grant block, up to and
The Browns will take tlie following including August 15th, for all concesline up to Demlng tomorrow Tor a sions and privileges, loth at the fair
brush with the Demlng Yellow Kids: grounds and the new town. This InMcDonald, catcher; Gallegos, pitcher; cludes bar iirlvileges at fair grounds.
Corhan, 2d base; Clancy, short stop;
P. F. McCANNA.
Salazar, id base; Ortiz, 1st base; Ney
Manager.
Graham, Hale and Edwards, fielders
YOURS
FOR
THE
TAKIN- G. P. 'inompson,
general manager
of the New Mexico Midland railroad FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
with headquarters at ban Antonio, N EPH ANT.
o
M., was in the city between trains
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
this morning. n route to olorado,
,to fish for a couple of weeks. Mr. will loan you a folding pocket kodak.
Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.

8ATURDAY,
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PERSONAL

PAIR OF OUR LOW

SHOES

There is still a lot of hot weather ahead

of us and you owe it to yourself to make
your feet comfortable. Our low shoes do
this to perfection. We have a dainty asStyles, from the
sortment of
Cool Canvas to the Full Dress Patent Kid
Oxford, for Men Women and Children.
Up-to-Da-

te

"

OUR PRICES ARE VERY REASONABLE
Men's Vici Kid Oxfords
Men's Velour Calf Oxfords
Men's Patent Colt Oxfords
Women's Canvas Oxfords
Women's Vici Kid Oxfords
Women's Patent Kid Oxfords
Oxfords tor Boys and Girls

2.25 to 3.50
3.00 to 4.00
1.50 to 2.25
1.65 to 3.00
- 2.50 to 3.50
1.00 to 2.25

I

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
purchased at F. F. Trotter'f
When
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dlshea Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We And out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Not. 118 and 120 South Second

wiLi'i"' ,T"

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Staple Blacks)

E
n
3

UIM1M

"vVhis-man-

NEW STORE

in-law,

of town, we pay express charges one

Ttc

New Mexico's

try

us.

Co.

Hickox-Maynat- d

Leading

North First Street,
Automatic thon B4

CO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

between Railroad and Copper
Colorado, Black 191

We have made a large purchase of a superior

-

grade of Enamelware, including the largest
line and variety of Preserving Pots and Kettles

Agents for Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

Whitney Company

?

HARDWARE

mattger

Hardware, Ranch Supplies, Crockery

na-ln-

-r

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW PRICES

self-actio- n

o

STREET.

SECOND

d

NEW GOODS

RIts

E.t-war-

us-ltin- g

Jewelers

SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

way:,

T IBM

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

g

sister--

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK. AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN j HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOivK FROM OUT

2

Any Suit in the House
(Except

y

.

o

i

E-i-

1,50
1.65 to 3.00

Men's Canvas Oxfords , leather soles $

TO N G

o

Is'

'(

RAILROAD AVL

AUGUST 4, 1900.

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
1X3,

U5, U7 South First Si feet

40 J, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

o

Admission rree afternoons; evenings
13 cents, at Skating Rink.
CITY POUND

KADY
Kady may be seen in our Second Street
Window

TONIGHT

The following animal his been taken
up and is now In the city pound, and
will be sold unless called for by owner
at once: one cream colored pony
white hind foot, white face, marked
"NU" n right hip. "(j)" on left hip.
THOMAS MeMIU.IN,
City Marshal.
YOURS
FOR THE TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.

PAPER HANGING

AND

PAINTING.

done promptly
and satisfactorily.
Contracts tajien.
I.ave orders at 714 West Tljeras avenue.
W. F. WAUDWELU
All kinds of work

IMPORTED
ON

MUNCHEN
DRAUGHT,
AT

WHITE ELEPHANT.

HOF-BRA-

THE

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S
DRUG STORE.
o
ROUGH DRY.
We ilo It right.

DON'T FAIL TO LOOK

Imperial laundry

CO.

122
Second

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlea
Transactions

Cuarantaad

RO

SENFIELD'S,

.

,

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

1

18 W, R, B, Ave,

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for tlie BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
09 socooooooooo

See Display

in
OurWindow

U"

si

food

'

I

Coayartincnt

fM
ft

doccocooooo

Co.

TICKETS

f2El E.L WASHBURN

SALE.

215 West Rallroao Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
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